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Abby Mendelson 

Come to the Kollel 
-the Kolle!? 

In search of his Jewish identity, a young man discovers the Pittsburgh 
Koll el ... and then, in spite of fears of "going in over his head," 
the Kollel helps him discover his capacity for Torah-and his need. 

It was Shavuos, the first Shavuos that I had been in a 
synagogue since my confirmation on Long Island, and 
Ben Zimmer, a talented young psychiatrist, asked me if I 
would be going to Kolle! Bais Yitzchok later that night. 

"Why?" I asked, visions of Simchas Torah dancing 
through my head. "They throwing a party?" 

NoJ he answered, explaining that it was customary 
to learn Torah all night on Shavuos. "So," he said, "you 
want to go?" 

My initial reaction was to say no. Being in shul was 
enough of an intimidating experience-my Hebrew was 
not all that it might be and I had trouble following even 
the most basic tefillos. And while I had the capacity to 
understand much of what might go on at the Kolle!-! 
was a Ph.D., then in my early 30s-! felt uncomfortable 
about swimming in waters that could be way too deep, 
afraid of plunging in, and then being judged presump
tuous. To be sure, I was a freshly koshered Baal Teshuva 
and proud of it, but I was not sufficently secure to 
believe that any Jewish door would b,e open for me. 
Were I Yaakov Avinu, I thought, and wrestling with my 
angel, I would have lost. 

So, I reasoned quickly and silently, Kollelim are only 

Mr. Mendelson, a writer and editor by profession, writes of the Ko/lei's influence 
from first-hand experience. 
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for lzaddikim-in-training, extremely knowledgeable and 
pious Jews who sound the depths of texts whose titles I 
barely knew. "The Kolle! at 11 o'clock?" I asked incredu
lously, then begged off. Maariv had me frum enough for 
one night. 

But the Ribbono Shel Olom was not done with me that 
Shavuos, for the next man to whom I wished gud yuntif
the elderly, ebullient Mr. Forman who always collected 
the Siddurim during "Anirn Zmiros" at the end of Shahbos 
Mussaf-asked me if he'd see me later at the Kolle!. Now 
when Dr. Zimmer, my friend and an alumnus of Hillel 
Academy, told me that he'd be going to Kolle! Bais 
Yitzchok I was not surprised: he had the background 
and the ability to grapple with knotty pieces of Gemora. 
But Mr. Forman had done little formal learning. Like 
many older American Jews he had no profound intellec
tual or theological link to Orthodoxy, being observant 
was simply the way he had been brought up-more or 
less-and the way he was. Yiddishkeil was a part of his 
life, and in him eagerness outstripped ability. Mr. For
man?, I thought. At the Kollel?The idea gave me pause. 

Still, upon proper consideration, I told him probably 
not and felt good about it. Yet as I walked home I could 
not rid my mind of the image of this kind, smiling little 
man going to the local Talmud academy-to do what? I 
was intrigued. 
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And I was pinked. Kolle! Bais Yitzchok, villified by 
some in the Pittsburgh Orthodox community for sap
ping the strength of pre-existing minyanim and circum
venting pulpit rabbonim (both entirely baseless charges, 
as I was later to discover), or being a haven for out-of
town stand-off-niks who felt too pious to mix with the 
rest of us and who were too lazy to work for a living 
(slurs similarly without foundation), was something I 
realized that I knew nothing about. What could it have 
that attracted such disparate people? Sitting at the 
kitchen table I decided to test the waters: I told my wife 
that I was thinking of going to the Kolle! that night to 
learn. If she laughed or objected, for whatever reasons, I 
decided that I wouldn't go. Instead, she shrugged. I 
went. 

• • • 
Perhaps my own voyage-a hesitant, tentative jour
ney from personal darkness to the illumination of Jew
ish learning and observance-is more than something 
that relates merely to me, for my path to Torah and 
Kolle! Bais Yitzchok in many ways parallels Pitts
burgh's. In such American Jewish centers as New York 
or Los Angeles it is easy to lose sight of the immense, 
profound night that envelops much of contemporary 
Jewry that lives between the two oceans. In New York 
City, in fact, where I was born and raised, Jewish life and 
learning-Jewish presence-is so powerful that it is 
almost possible to forget gaius itself, and to imagine 
instead that between Boro Park and Moshe Peking, 
Moshiach has already come. 

But in smaller cities such as Pittsburgh, where the 
aggregate Jewish population runs to roughly 50,000, 
the Torah observant are but a sliver of the whole-and 
active, aggressive Torah Jews are often split by schisms 
into tiny factions. In New York there is easily-acquired 
strength in numbers; in Pittsburgh there was until 
recently a gnawing emptiness, a solitude, especially for 
the Baal Teshuva. While it is impossible to conceive of any 
Orthodox community "\fl"Jithout the observance of Shab
bos and kashrus, until a few years ago daily Torah study 
was virtually nonexistent here. But for the Shabbos 
shiurim, which attracted a handful of the pious or lonely, 
learning was simply not available. 

In Pittsburgh things began to change because of two 
factors: the Kolle! and energetic Orthodox rabbonim. 
Although Kolle! Bais Yitzchok opened its doors in Janu
ary of 1978, it had by most accounts a lengthy-and 
somewhat stormy-gestation period. The Kolle! can, 
with no little justification, credit its birth to its rabbinical 
leaders who sized up the city's problems and clearly saw 
the need for the kind of intensive learning that can be 
had only at such an institution, in addition to lectures, 
classes, shiurim, and the like under congregational auspi
ces. The results-uniting the many disparate, and often 
antagonistic, Orthodox elements in Pittsburgh to create 
the Kollel-was a near-miracle. For out of the cacopho
nous tumult of various community factions KoHel Bais 
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Yitzchok was become something unique, Pittsburgh's 
first neutral zone, our Jewish DMZ if you will, a safe-if 
slightly shopworn-house on Bartlett Street where any 
Jew could feel comfortable regardless of party, back
ground, synagogue affiliation, or the lack thereof. Kolle! 
Bais Yitzchok became almost immediately what many 
lesser institutions claim to be: a true community resource, 
a living house of Torah that now offers more than 30 

classes a week in Chumash, Gemora, halacha, mussar, and 
more; serving more than 200 regular attendees; pres
enting a rich array of programs outside of its own 
walls-all without fee. 

• • • 
Shavuos night at Kolle! Bais Yitzchok convinced me, 
for on my own laborious, bewildering ascent up Yaakov's 
ladder, rung by confused rung, I had not encountered 
anything like the Kolle I, nor its resident scholars, among 
them men of seemingly endless erudition and patience. 
Through graduate school and my professional career-I 
am a writer-I have believed that clarity is the sine qua 
non of communication. What struck me on Shavuos was 
not the different groups of people actively, eagerly 
learning-by twos, in small groups, attending the larger 
lectures-although that in itself was quite impressive, a 
large hall full of loud, gesturing men grappling with 
Torah concepts they so clearly loved. Instead, what was 
unique was the clarity, the precision with which difficult 
and challenging pieces of Jewish thought· were eluci
dated. The lecture I attended was given by a Lakewood 
graduate a year or so my junior who took abstruse and 
abstract principles, among them reincarnation of the 
soul, and made them not only interesting and intelligi
ble, but vital-and memorable. Simply, I was fascinated: 
this was not practical halacha or a bit of ethics that I 
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would in all likelihood incorporate into my own life. 
Unknowingly, I was fullfilling a very important mifz.Pa: I 
was studying Torah for its own sake-dnd I was con
sumed by it. 

During a break, Mr. Forman approached me and in 
his animated way pumped my hand and said rapid-fire, 
"You ever hear the rabbi before? No? He's good, isn't 
he?" 

"Yes, Mr. Forman," I mumbled, more than a little 
stunned by what I had heard, "he's very good." 

• • • 
But one lecture was not good enough for me to over
come my later feelings that Shavuos was only an abbera
tion, that I had been enticed by a show put on to pack the 
house on a major festival. Still, the hook was firmly in 
place, and when Ben Zimmer again asked me to go with 
him, this time to a Shabbos-afternoon lecture given by 
Rabbi Miller (the Kollel's community service director), I 
found myself agreeing. My learning was still confined to 
morning drashos at Congregation Poale Zedeck-at their 
best, perceptive and provocative, vivid Torah encoun
ters-and I felt ready for something a little different, a 
longer perspective on events, perhaps, a dash more 
philosophy and a soupcon less topicality and heat. This 
time I was ready to swim in deeper waters. 

It was a humid day in early summer, and while the 
Kollel is possessed of a wheezing, somewhat asthmatic 
air conditioner, the back of the room where I sat wasn't 
much cooler than the street. As my shirt stuck to my 
skin, I found myself questioning the wisdom of forgoing 
my much-beloved nap in favor of parking myself on a 
remarkably uncomfortable plastic chair. 

Rabbi Miller began, gently and with his accustomed 
humor, addressing himself to a topic that many Jews 
often find both confusing and uncomfortable-the 
creation of the world. What a chutzpah, I thought, for a 
man, any man, now or in the past, to attempt to discuss 
with any certainty such an overwhelming topic. And 
how can Jews claim to know any more than any other 
group? No wonder, I stretched logic to the breaking 
point, that people consider us terribly arrogant-or 
worse. 

But Rabbi Miller eroded my doubts-and my residual 
self-hatred (a more serious problem than many Ortho
dox Jews realize). Discussing the pre-Chumash Torah, 
written in black fire on white fire in the heavens, he 
gave even the most mystical concepts a crisp, rational, 
and scientifically analytic grounding: the most difficult 
precepts went down easy. Finally, he came to the stuff 
of which we are all made, that part of manand the world 
that is of HaShem. "And when HaShem created the 
world," the rabbi smiled broadly, "He made it from His 
Holiness, a kind of distilled Kedusha." Distilled Kedusha? I 
thought. How absolutely remarkable, how-right' And 
then I fell asleep; it was almost as if that concept, so clear 
and all-inclusive, had precluded further thought. It has 
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instantly explained so much of what I had Felt for so 
long; I needed time to digest. 

When I awoke the concept still played powerfully in 
my mind and I didn't hear much of what followed. 
Suddenly I realized that I had been given a kev to a 
profound truth-not only about creation but abo~t that 
part of me which was irrevocably pulling n1e toward 
Yiddishkcit, toward a set of precepts, toward a power that 
I found I could not resist. 

Later, after the lecture was over and we had wished 
Rabbi Miller yosher koach. Ben Zimmer and I walked into 
the bright, humid afternoon. "Distilled Krdusho." we 
pursed our lips and nodded to each other and shook our 
heads. 

• • • 
I began to attend classes and lectures at Kolle! Bais 
Yitzchok more often-as regularly as the vagueries of 
my work schedule and my yefzer hara would permit. In 
the process I came to realize that the Kolle! was an 
institution quite the opposite of what I had originally 
imagined. To be sure, there were full-time students, as 
well as participants in the daily daf yomi Gemora shiur, who 
clearly outstripped me in both knowledge and obser
vance. But the remarkable thing was that for me-as 
well as for many others-the Kolle! was anything I 
needed it to be. If I wanted Gemora classes, they were 
there-and on my level. If I desired that my Chumash be 
brushed up-that could be arranged. And if I had a 
hankering for ethics, the answers were there, and 
geared to me, always in a way that made sense that I 
could take away with me. More and more I wrestled 
with my angel-and I didn't lose so often. 

And there were role models to show me as well as 
teach me. For example, while I'm hardly wealthy-few 
writers are-and can't afford to donate as much as I'd 
like, I was never greeted with any less sincerity or 
dignity by the Rosh HaKollel, Rabbi Shaul Kagan; his 
handshake for me was always as firm as for his more 
prominent supporters. In fact, aside from an occasional 
check, my aid extended not much further than the 
Kolle! pushke that I put on my dresser. The small change 
clunking dully into my pushke every day after work 
became a kind of precious link for me, to the learning for 
which I never had enough time, to an institution which 
was always available whenever I needed it, to Kial Yisroel. 
Even the Kollel's pushke made me feel like one of the 
family. 

• • • 
I grew up a Reform Jew on Long Island, in a family with 
little learning and less Torah, a self-satisfied young man 
for whom Temple attendance was a chore, often some
thing bartered over, induced by allowance raises or 
weekend outings. Judaism seemed an after thought at 
best; at worst it was a weapon used by both sides to hurt 
or manipulate. Once, angry and wishing to punish my 
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parents, I threw my Hebrew-school books down the 
sewer. Overall, Reform studies, meagre texts illumi
nated by dim bulbs, were something merely to be 
endured. 

Still, our congregational Rabbi was held up by my 
parents as a paragon, and indeed when I was 15 years 
old I felt that he was the wisest man I had ever known. 
So one day when a good friend and fellow congregant 
came to me with a particularly perplexing problem~he 
was being pressured by some of our more rambunctious 
colleagues to spend an evening with a young lady of 
somewhat indifferent credentials~! suggested that we 
ask the Rabbi. "The Rabbi," I said sagely, equipped with 
the serenity and Chelrn-like wisdom of mid-adolescence, 
"will know what to say." 

And he did. After listening to my friend for perhaps a 
minute, the Rabbi leaned forward in his plush swivel 
chair, gestured slightly for emphasis, and nodded know
ingly. "Tell them you don't want to go," he said and 
motioned us out. 

We were dumbfounded. Clearly, he was not inter
ested in us; we had come to him with a she't'i/a fraught 
with social intricacies and he had hustled us out like a 
couple of panhandlers. I thought of his fine and stirring 
Friday night sermons and began to believe that rabbis 
might be singular anatomical curiosities: windbags with 
feet of clay. 

Early impressions are often the most difficult to 
erase, especially when one's own self is involved. And 
while the act of learning can be relatively uninvolving-
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all one need do is liste;1-asking for help with a serious 
problem can be mu~h more troublesome. How much 
more difficult, then, to discuss a real crisis of faith with a 
rabbi-anv rabbi, much less one associated with an insti
tution as Prestigious as Kolle! Bais Yitzchok. Besides, a 
man such as Rabbi Miller leads a dozen or more shiurim 
a week, works on his own writing, has a patient and 
long-suffering wife and five young children: on top of 
ail this one needs my lsuris? So I avoided the issue; in fact, 
I avoided everything, including his classes. I let my learn
ing fade into memory. 

• • • 
Perhaps Rabbi Miller sensed that something was 
wrong-after all, up to that point I had been a fairly 
regular two-night-a-week attendee-and he called me. 
Before I had a chance to invent an excuse, he mentioned 
in a calculatedly offhand way some similar problems 
that other students were having. Before, I had been 
prepared to duck the matter, but his real concern-not 
cloying or intrusive, but deep and sincere-won me 
over. I found myself answering that I had a problem, a 
rather substantial one, and now that he mentioned it, I 
wouldn't mind unburdening myself. It was precisely the 
opposite of what had happened with my friend and the 
Reform rabbi nearly 20 years before, and I was glad for 
it. We set a date for the following Sunday. 

I still had migivings, of course, for I couldn't believe 
that a man with his responsibilities had the time or 
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patience to listen to my rather petty song of tarnished 
emunah. But I was a grateful for an ear into which I could 
pour my geshray, and I steeled myself for what I believed 
would be the inevitable tongue-lashing that would fol
low. (I could hear him say that I, too, had a responsibility 
for Moshiach, and how could I of all people let HaShem 
down?) To my surprise, instead of a lecture I found him 
listening to me-and we rambled, in word and on foot, 
walking for miles through the undulating hills of Pitts
burgh's verdant Schenley Park, discussing my sudden 
distance from Yiddishkeit. I got no mussar, no drosha, only a 
sympathetic ear, a suggestion here and there, and a brief 
citation from the Rarnbam, I was overwhelmed by his 
kindness and understanding-and I realiz~d sometime 
later that this was part of Torah, and Kolle! Bais Yitz
chok, as well. The institution that had meant only 
classes and lectures now took on an important added 
dimension; it was a full-time Torah presence for those 
who needed it. 

A while after that I remarked to Rabbi Miller that the 
amount of community work that originated in the Kol
le! seemed remarkable. It was a lot, I said, for an out
reach program. 

"This isn't just an outreach program," he shook his 
head. "It is the program." 

• • • 
Pittsburgh and I have grown Jewishly, and we would 
not have done so without Kolle! Bais Yitzchok. The 
matter can be stated that boldly for the part of Kial 
Yisroel that lives in Western Pennsylvania. And we are 
here to stay for the foreseeable future, for this is no 
longer an uneasy galus. Moreover, the Yiddishe neshama 
has reverted back to form-it has cried out for more 
Torah, more learning, and institutions such as Kolle! 
Bais Yitzchok have steadfastly answered that need. 

And the message has been spoken clearly: Jewish 
knowledge and observance are not only for the gaonim, 
for those who have studied in Lakewood or elsewhere. 
Instead, in scores of separate ways, the Kolle! says that 
Torah is for everyone, and can be approached by 
anyone. What's more, perhaps the Kollelim, in their 
straightfoward, nonpartisan way, are uniquely suited to 
transmit that message. 

It is no exaggeration to say that the struggle of the 
Kollelim is as quietly heroic as their physical conditions 
are often heartrendingly shabby-and their crisis solici
tations repeatedly humiliating. Indeed, the pressures on 
Kolle! Bais Yitzchok, for example, are enormous and 
debilitating, and more than one observant Jew has sug
gested that it be closed if it cannot secure a more firm 
financial footing, And while closing Kolle! Bais Yitzchok 
would extend the darkness of galus a little further into 
Jewish life in Pittsburgh, still it would cause nary a 
flutter elsewhere. It would mean another pin taken off a 
master map; but in Pittsburgh hundreds of souls would 
mourn, and a voice among the loudest would be mine. 
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When I asked the Rosh Kolle!, about whom the joke is 
often told around town that he has mastered the art of 
doing without sleep, why he and others drive them
selves so fiercely to maintain an institution in a run
down house without a proper sign over the door, he is 
wont to shrug. "You don't decide to devote yourself to 
Kial Yisroel," he said one day. "You realize at some point 
that you are Kial Yisroe/." 

l have begun to feel the same way. Torah has seeped 
gradually into my life, touching all its parts. What's 
more, it has become something I want to externalize as 
well, to share with fellow Jews. Two years ago I created 
a shiur in downtown Pittsburgh, in the office where I 
was then working, and a number of us learned every 
Wednesday at noon. Now Rabbi Miller and I are organ
izing a shiur in my home, in part to attract some of my 
shomer Shabbos friends who have not yet taken full advan
tage of the Kollel's resources. Friends often wish me 
yasher koach for doing such work, but I am bewildered by 
their response. I know that I can never learn enough, 
but drawing friends in seems a good way to help. 
Simply, I feel a part of Kial Yisroel too. 

• • • 
People at Kolle! Bais Yitzchok are very kind-they call 
me Doctor Mendelson, and when I laugh and object, 
saying that only my mother is so enamored of my 
academic title, they smile and do it anyway. 

But one time the question arose-what kind of doc
tor? Ph.D. in English, I said, University of Pittsburgh, 
1976. The question followed as to my dissertation topic. 
I shifted uneasily as I explained: I applied French anthro
pologist Claude Levi-Strauss' structural studies of myth 
to English Renaissance poet Edmund Spenser's epic The 
Faerie Queene. It was a singularly arcane dissertation, the 
last senseless hoop through which I had to jump to get 
out of graduate school. My questioner smiled when I 
told him; he thought my dissertation had as much value 
as I. 

Then the thought occurred to me that I was not 
alone. In all likelihood I am akin to hundreds-perhaps 
thousands-of bright, young Jews brought up with a 
love for books and reading, but without any real Yiddish~ 
keit. Looking for an outlet for my talents and profound 
intellectual desires I fell, like others, into the shady and 
stultifying groves of American academia, there to dili
gently learn goyishkeil, to drink it deep, to parrot it back. 
Then I considered further: what if there had been the 
kind of outreach programs offered by institutions such 
as Kolle! Bais Yitzchok when I was younger? Perhaps 
instead of studying Christian allegory I would have 
been like the young men at the Kolle!, a ta/mid chacham, 
learning and living a Torah life, helping Kial Yisroel. I 
looked at my questioner, "Things might have been dif
ferent for me," I shrugged. 

"Yes," my friend said softly, "they very well might.""' 
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The Seeds of Survival 
and Redemption 

As Planted 
in the Advance 

of Galus 

The role of the three Avos as the patriarchs of our people can be 
understood on a number of levels. Not only are they the biological and 
spiritual fathers of our people, having endowed our nation with its basic 
characteristics, but through their private heroism and their public demon
strations of faith, they provided seminal acts in our historical development. 
They planted the seeds of Jewish greatness, and prepared the way for Jewry's 
survival in the worst of exiles as well as its eventual redemption and 
spiritual triumph. Thus, every statement and action of the Avos recorded in 
the Torah requires study, analysis, and application. 

As we prepare to re-experience the geulah from Egypt on Pesach, we focus 
our attention on the events that presaged it, hundreds of years earlier, when 
Yaakov Avinu in his way set the foundation for survival in the galus in 
Egypt so his children could merit redemption. The following discussion, 
which was presented as an address by RABBI Y AAKOV KAMENETZKY 

K"O''i!V on Sidra Vayetzei*, demonstrates the long-term effects of ma'ase 
avos-in political and social spheres, as in the realm of the spirit. 

*Based 011 an addn·ss /,y Rabbi Yaakov Kamenetzky N"e'':'!!', member of the Mortzes Cedolei Ha Torah !Council of 
Torah Sages! of Agudath Israel of Amnica, peresenled at the 60/h National Convention of Agudath Israel of Amerirn 
fNovember '821. 
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not accountable 
for the years 

with Shem and Ever 

why 
the exemption? 

surviving 
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"Dor Hamabu/" ... 

... and the builders 
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Yaakov was absent from his parents' home for 36 years. Of these, he was 
held accountable for 22 years, when he was toiling in Charan-years that he 
should have spent home tending to his parents' needs; and for these years of 
absence, he was punished with his son Yoseif's disappearance for 22 years, 
when he presumed him dead. During the other fourteen years of his 
absence, Yaak.ov was studying in the yeshivas of Shem and Ever. These 
years of study were so essential to Yaakov's development, we are told, that 
they superceded Kibud Av V'Eim. 

Now this is puzzling. By the time he had fled from Be'er Sheva, Yaakov 
was 63 years old. He had studied Torah with Avraham until he was fifteen, 
and had spent the rest of those years in the Yeshiva of his father, Yitzchok. 
Why was it so essential that he study an additional fourteen years with Shem 
and Ever? And even though the additional years of study were undoubtedly 
productive, how could they displace his obligation to care for his aging 
parents? (Picture, if you will, a father commanding his son to make a 
purchase for him. On the way to the store, the son detours to the beis mid rash 
to study Torah-worthy, yes, but not at this time. Any action-oriented mitzva 
that cannot be delegated to another person, such as the purchase for his 
father, takes precedence over study!) 

To understand the over-riding importance of Yaakov's fourteen years of 
Torah study, we must first appreciate the singular nature of the teachings of 
Shem and Ever. Avraham and Yitzchok taught the purest levels of faith and 
Divine service-unadulterated by outside influences, and more-unres
ponsive to them, as well. Not so Shem and Ever. Shem, the son of Noach, 
survived the Mabul-not only waters of the deluge, but the influence of the 
depraved generation that had earned destruction. Ever was a member of the 
Dor Hahaflaga, the rebellious generation that built the Tower of Babel and 
was splintered into seventy nations-except that Ever refused to be swept 
along with the spirit of his time. Each of these men-Shem and Ever-was 
singularly equipped to teach Yaakov an aspect of Torah that he could not 
have gained from his "fathers": survival as a Torah person in a hostile society 
in rebellion against G-d. 

Yaakov's fourteen years of study in the Yeshivas of Shem and Ever, then, 
were crucial for him to spiritually survive his stay with Lavan in Charan. In 
this context, let us re-examine the particulars of a son's obligation to serve 
his father: 

Picture,for a moment. a fatherasking his son to purchase a lulav and esrog for his use 
on Succos. Before setting out for the esrog shop, the son detours to a beis mid rash where he 
consults the Shulchan Aruch as to how to select the best of each of the four species. Isn't 
this an unauthroized stop, to be condemned? Isn't the overriding priority of the hour 
expediting the purchase, in keeping with his father's wishes? Not so, for the knowledge 
gained by consulting the Shulchan Aruch will equip the son to make the best possible 
selection-a task he could not perform properly without the stop in the beis hamedrash. 

Similarly, had Yaakov not spent the fourteen years under the tutelage of 
Shem and Ever, he would never have survived his stay in Charan to ulti
mately say: "I dwelt with Lavan and kept the 613 mitzvos" (Rashi on 
Bereishis: 32,5). Those fourteen years in yeshiva were essential to carrying 
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out his father's command: "Go to Padan Ararn ... and take for yourself a 
wife from the daughter of Lavan" (Bereishis: 28,2). Marrying into Lavan's 
family without proper preparation would have resulted in a Yaakov who 
would have been a dark disappointment to his father. The detour was more 
than justified. 

II. 
Yaakov is mentioned as having convened special sessions with his son 

Yoseif to teach him the Torah he had learned from Shern and Ever (Bereishis: 
37,2, see Rashi). One might wonder why Yoseif was singled out for this 
special study, but when one takes into account that he preceeded his 
brothers to Egypt and was forced to brave a spiritually hostile environment 
totally on his own, the crucial importance of Toras Shern V'Ever to Yoseif 
becomes clear. Without it, Yoseif's integrity as a member of Yaakov's family 
would not have survived. 

Moreover, Yoseif later drew on the insights he gained from the teachings 
his father had passed on to him, and used them to create a haven of sorts in 
Egypt, for his brothers and their families. Yes, the 210 years of the Egyptian 
galus were years of oppression and slavery, yet the Jews survived. And the 
seeds of Jewry's survival were planted by Yoseif's policies when he was 
regent over Egypt, as is implicit in the Torah's record of the events. In the 
midst of the description of the arrival of Yaakov and his family in Egypt, a 
fourteen-pasuk (47:13-26) break in the narrative takes place, detailing 
Yoseif's policies in taking control of the land in Pharaoh's name, leasing it 
back to the farmers, while taxing all produce-except that raised by the 
priests ... fourteen passages of details with no apparent relevance to how 
the children of Israel fared in Egypt. But beneath the surface, these fourteen 
passages reflected the wisdom that Yaakov had culled from his fourteen 
years of study under Shern and Ever and passed on to Yoseif. These insights, 
translated into the policies of Yoseif, had the result of securing the position 
of the Tribe of Levi as the custodian of the Jewish heritage during the 210 
years of sojourn in Egypt. 

It would seem to have been impossible for the Jews to have preserved their 
commitment to belief in G-d throughout their stay as strangers in an alien, 
oppressive society. But in line with the tax exemption granted the Egyptian 
priests by Yoseif, the Levites, as the priestly tribe of the Hebrews, were 
exempt from the labor tax imposed on all other Jews. Thus, when all others 
were totally exhausted from their slave labor-too fatigued to concern 
themselves with their Judaic tradition-the Levites kept it alive. (How else 
can one account for the Levites' fervor to respond to Moshe's rallying cry at 
the incident of the Golden Calf, "Whoever is with G-d, come to me!" -when 
no one else did!) 

Yoseif prepared the Egyptian galus so its hold on Jewry not be fatal to its 
spiritual survival. ... His approach reflected the teachings his father had 
gleaned in the Yeshiva of Shern and Ever to prepare himself in his own 
confrontation with gal us Charan ... The ma'ase Avos of Yaakov assured a Kial 
Yisroel that was capable of rising out of the deadening lethargy of an asphyx
iating galus. and will ;'l"'K help us once again rise to the call for redemption 
from our current galus, speedily in our days. 
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My Father's Survival 
in the Warsaw Ghetto 

Reh Eliezer Gershon Friedenshon 1'"'i1, a well-known 
Agudath Israel and Bais Yaakov leader in pre-war Poland, 

as recalled by his son, JOSEPH FRIEDENSON. 

When my father, Reb Eliezer Gershon Friedenson 
<"% was killed by the Nazis (most probably during the 
Ghetto uprising in Pesach of 1943), he was only 43 years 
old. Although relatively young, he was already famous 
throughout Poland and much of the rest of Europe-as 
editor of two publications, besides contributing articles 
and advice to many other Agudath Israel publications. 
In addition, he ran the offices of N'shei and Bnos Agu
dath Israel, with close to 300 branches. Besides this, he 
founded and supervised a vocational school for girls, 
was on the boards of tens of educational institutions and 
even found time to edit textbooks for the Beth Jacob 
schools. He also served as "Speaker" of the Agudath 
Israel faction in the Lodzer Kehilla, and was a member 
of leading bodies of the World Agudah Organization. 

Those were his official functions. His ''unofficial" 
functions included being host to almost every great Rav 
(such as the Lubliner Rav and the Sanuker Rav) and 
Rosh Yeshiva (Reb Elchonon Wasserman of Barano-

Mr. Friedenson rs editor of DOS YIDDISHE. VORT, Agudath /srnc/ of Ameri
rn 's monthly Yiddish pu.bliralion, where lh is a rlicle first appeared. It was trans/a/rd 
and prepared for publication by Mrs. Miriam Margoshes. 
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vich, Reb Yerucham Levovits of Mir, and Reb David 
Blecher of Beis Yoseif, come to mind) as well as all the 
emissaries (meshulachim) from Eretz Yisroel, who passed 
through Lodz to raise money. He housed them, fed 
them, and gave them not only desk space in his tiny 
office but also his enthusiasm, his connections, and his 
expertise toward achieving their monetary goals. (Fa
ther himself set an example for richer men with his 
open-handed charities.) 

That wasn't all. Father gave regular lectures and shiu
rim to Zeirei Agudath Israel, to Poalim, and to Bnos 
groups. He traveled the length and breadth of Poland in 
the interests of various causes-Agudath Israel, Bais 
Yaakov, Keren Hayishuv, Keren Ha Torah, and cam
paigning in Parliamentary and local elections. 

We at home took all these facets of Father's busy life 
for granted-they were as routine as three-meals-a
day. But the real essence of Father, and what is worth 
noting and remembering, came to the fore in the dread 
years of the Warsaw Ghetto. These I remember with 
clarity, and choose to share with the reader. 

The entrance of the Warsaw Ghetto. 

I. The Welcome Mat ii' Warsaw 

By present-day American standards we did not 
exactly live luxuriously, even in Lodz. In fact, through 
most of the Thirties we occupied only three rooms and a 
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kitchen. Our apartment also served as the editorial 
office of Father's magazines, the meeting place of prom
inent Askflnim (community activists). Yet I don't re
member a week-day, not to mention a Shnblios, that we 
did not have guests at the table. (Besides mealtime 
guests, there were people who stayed with us for 
weeks, sometimes months at a time.) Great and humble, 
they passed through our place by the hundreds, all 
received by Father like long-lost relatives. Father pur
sued orchinr like a single-minded businessman pursues 
customers. He often picked up an orayach on the train 
while returning from one of his frequent trips, and 
rejoiced with him as over a great bargain. 

Once Father said to Mother: "Hnchnosns orchim-the 
rnitzPa of hospitality-isn't so much a matter of welcom
ing a great Rav, the elegant Dr. Deutschlander from 
Vienna, or Harry Goodman from London-who 
wouldn't want to do that? It's more a matter of welcom
ing a poor tired stranger who lies down, with his boots 
on, in my bed,"which in fact, someone had just done. 

After being tipped off that Father was on a Nazi 
"Wanted" list, we had to flee from Lodz to Warsaw. It 
took quite a few weeks just to find ourselves some living 
space. We ended up with a single room and a kitchen at 
Moranovska 40. Having arrived with only a few zlotys 
(which Mother had somehow managed to save and 
hide), we were forced to redtice our living standard in 
every conceivable way. And so we lived a very constric
ted life-except for hachnosas orchim, which was as expan
sive as ever. 

Warsaw was full of refugees fleeing the Germans, 
and we too were refugees. There was very little that 
Father could do for others-we soon needed help our
selves. And yet, for many who despaired of finding even 
just a listening ear into which to pour their bitterness of 
heart, Father's warm smile and his willingness to share 
his meager meals were a rare source of chizuk and 
encouragement. Even when, about a year after the out
break of the war, the Germans sealed off the Ghetto 
and our situation became even more precarious, Father 
continued to bring home guests, especially for Shabbos. 

Bands of beggars roamed the streets, and people in 
self-defense would lock their doors against them, be
cause there was nothing left to give. Not so Father. 
When the apartment was emptied of both cash and 
food, he still courteously opened the door at every 
knock and explained that although now he couldn't 
help, when he could again he surely would ... 

One of most heart-rending sights and sounds of the Ghetto 
was that of the homeless or orphaned children, ragged and 
barefoot, bellies su1ollen from hunger, crying in the Ghetto 
sleets and begging for "a pifzele broil." But what could anyone 
do? Who had a crumb to spare? . .. Father couldn't just stand 
by. Cutting up bits of bread, he would wrap them in slivers of 
paper and throw them out of the window-there was a 7 or 
8:00 P.M. curfew for adults. but the children were not 
affected by it and there they were, begging. Word was out that 
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on our street a "rich man" ga11e out hrcad. and 11 crow1l of 
children lwsan lo coiled then' night after niglif. 

One cpening, when the chil1fren, (hanfing their pathetic 
hung1>r-cr!r, gathen'd as usual, Father started cutting up our 
last loaf of bn,11d in the house. Before too long, he had used up 
all the bread in the house. Not only did we ha11e no bread left 
for the nYning meal or for the next dav's breakfast; t{1ealso hail 
no money U'ith u1hich to huy more. R.ealizing what he had 
done, Father started hun1ming the tune of an old little Jeuiish 
song that goes: "Oif Morgen Pet (~-ft sorgen-Let the Good 
(~-d take care of the morrow": and he sat us dou111, my brother 
Shi1nshon Raphael and me, to a shiur in Hile hos Tzeddaka, 
the gist of uihich was that e11en the needy are obligated to 
gr11e. 

f\,111.•t liead ol BETH JAC()B JOUf\NAl. rdittd Iiµ A1r. Frii-dens(l1t 

II. When History Can Wait 

Father was always sprouting "ideas." It became a 
humorous by-word among family and friends, and soon 
even Father would smile at himself as he announced 
happily a few times a day, "I have an idea!" Nevertheless, 
he took his ideas seriously, and would carry them out as 
soon as humanly possible. 

Father's ideas and energies centered both upon his 
"official" jobs (the publications, Agadath Israel, Bais 
Yaakov, Bnos, etc.) and also upon every aspect of Torah 
and yeshiva activity. Everything was his job; even after 
48 hours of continuous work, Father didn't complain of 
being tired. 

When the Germans marched in, all such activity came 
to a dead halt. Communal life ceased to exist. When we 
fled to Warsaw, we found that not one address familiar 
to Father from his years of Askonus was still open and 
functioning. 

The early months in Warsaw were fearful times. The 
Germans snatched men off the streets, beat them 
bloody, and transported them to slave labor camps. Yet 
Father never let the extreme danger, especially to him as 
a bearded Jew, stop him from his rounds. He ran 
through the streets at least every second day to Gryz
bowska 26 to appeal to the officials of the Judenrat for 
one or another sufferer. (He never rode a rickshaw, the 
primitive means of transportation Ghetto-dwellers 
were reduced to once the Germans confiscated all the 
horses, because he couldn't bear the thought of a fellow 
human pulling him through the streets.) In contrast to 
most other places, where the Germans installed low
class elements in the local Judenrat to lord it over their 
suffering fellow Jews, the Warsaw Judenrat, was differ
ent. For some reason it was staffed by prestigious, expe-
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rienced former Keh ilia leaders, many of them known to 
Father from his active askonus days. And he went con
stantly from one clandestine meeting-place to another 
to help realize his "ideas": community kitchens for the 
refugees, underground schools and orphanages, lec
tures for former Bais Yaakov students, and various 
relief committees. 

One place where Father went only with great reluc
tance was the Z.0.5. or Z.T.0.S!, the Jewish "Self
Help" Agency secretly financed by a representative of 
the Joint Distribution Committee and the International 
Red Cross. For some reason the Nazi administration of 
the Warsaw Ghetto treated this organization much bet
ter than the Judenrat; they were not harrassed con
stantly, as the Judenrat office was. As a result, their 
officials sometimes functioned in oblivion to the peo
ple's suffering. Father therefore detested the dandified, 
Polish-speaking officials who staffed it, their assimila
tionist behavior and speech, their fancy titles (Dr. This 
and Dr. That), and what seemed to him their lack of 
empathy for their fellow Jew. He once quoted a Gemora 
to me that said peop1e who continue business as usual at 
a time when Jews are suffering, C:"i~ Cj'Ktt• i~'C, to which 
Rashi says: :v;;'~ vnl' Ciii:K 'J::~ Cj'KW 7::'c-They are not 
of Jewish extraction. 

Once Father was so upset by the behavior of one of the 
officials fou)ard a Jew u)ho spoke to him in Yiddish, that he 
ran to the second floor and stormed the inner sanctum of the 
famed historian of the Warsaw Che/to, Dr. Ringelblum, 
head of the Z. 0.5., and cried out in anguish: "You Dr. 
Ringelblum-you are a Socialisf.I You' re supposed to represent 
the masses.I Can't you take the trouble to find a clerk who will 
speak to a poor provincial Jew in Yiddish?" 

Rabbi Huberband, the young Orthodox historian who 
assisted Ringelblum, tried to calm my Father, but Father 
wouldn't be appeased. "Put away your dusty archives and go 
down fo help that poor Yid!" he raged." History can ulait, but 
that man dou1nsfairs can't waif until your snob down there 
learns some Yiddish!" 

III, Thundering Over the Luftwaffe 

Father was ever the optimist and baa! bitachon, even 
when he found the going rough for his "ideas" and 
plans. He never knew despair, he never lost his ebul
lience and his joy of living, the Chassidishe ivdu besimcha 
(serve G-d with joy!). 

It was hard to keep up this spirit in the Ghetto years. 
Outdoors, danger and death prevailed, while hunger 
and disease lurked within. Hitler's hordes were winning 
victory after victory. People used to flock to our place 
for an interpretation of day-to-day events, for some 
strength to go on. Hard as it was for him, Father was the 
one who supplied that necessary measure of optimism. 

*Polish initials for the Jewish Office of Social Self-Help: "Zydowska 
Samopomoc Spoleczna or Zydowskie Towarzystwo Samopomoc 
Splolecznes. 
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A Jewish neighbor, Mr. Domb, who had a Swiss 
passport, used to leave the Ghetto and smuggle in Ital
ian newpapers. These were somewhat different from 
the Nazi newspapers. Here and there, there were even 
occasional hints of Axis weaknesses. Father would 
expand upon these and interpret them to predict the 
inevitable downfall of the Nazis. Warned to restrain his 
enthusiasm because there might be informers in the 
group, Father waved away the danger. He refused to 
believe that any Jew could stoop so low as to inform on 
his fellows. 

In our first two Ghetto years, there was a shul in our 
courtyard at Muranowska St. 40. Up to 300 people 
gathered in the shut every Friday night at 9:00 at great 
risk-it was after curfew-and Father would deliver a 
drasha on Parshas Hashavua. Once during the dark days of 
the Battle of Britain and the Nazis' merciless aerial 
bombardment, when the German press was full of 
Hitler's boasting that victory was at hand for the Third 
Reich, Father commented on the pesukim in Yishaya 
(14:13-15): 

'KC: o~iK ?f' '::i:':' ?ye~ ii'iVK c~i:wii l:::'i: ni~K iiliKi 
·i'i~7';7 iiOiK ::y ~ni:: 7j; ii71)K ·liD~ 'Ii;:;i~:: i';1C 1ii::l ::lt:'Ki 

(~"t!-~"' :;"•"•·;~·).ii:. •n:i' 7K 'iii.Ii ':'iKtV 'iK iK 
"If you (Eisav) shall say to yourself, 'I have soared to the 
heights of Heaven, ... I am likened unto the Deity' ... 
Know that you will be struck down into the lowest 
depths, the very bowels of the earth .... " 

The Germans may be soaring arrogantly over Britain and rain
ing destruction on ifs cities, but G-d will bring them dou1n in ignomy! 

To this day, a chill goes through me when I think of 
Father speaking so openly before hundreds of people, 
many of them strangers, while German gendarmes 
paced back and forth outside .... 

Epilogue 

I am not sure that Father expected that he personally 
would survive the war. When I was smuggled out of the 
Ghetto on December 31, 1942, his parting words were: 
"Who knows when we shall meet again .... " Neverthe
less, his faith in the eventual downfall of the tyrant 
never wavered, and anyone who came into contact with 
him was infected with his contagious emunah and 
bitachon-his unshakable faith in the yeshua. 

On the day that I arrived in America, a Yiddish news
paper printed an article mentioning my father's name as 
one of the heroes of the Warsaw Ghetto uprising. Did 
my Father die a hero's death? Maybe. He was involved in 
some underground activities from early on, but I was 
not present at the end, so I can never know for sure. 

This much, though, I do know: that my father, like thou
sands of others, lived a hero's life. In the 2Y, years that we were 
together in the Ghetto, I can testify that every day of 
Father's life was filled to overflowing with heroic deeds 
of chessed and maasim fovim, of high-risk communal invol
vement, of fzeddakos, hochnosas orchim, and bitachon-un
breakable links in an eternal chain of valor and heroism. 
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YAO ELIEZER 
BECAUSE YOU CARE 

The families supported by Yad-Eliezer (approximately 500) live in desperate poverty. With 
your help Pesach can become a Yorn Tov filled with simcha. 

As always, every dollar you contribute goes directly to buying food. 

YAO ELIEZER 
c/o S. Trapper 

1102 East 26th Street 
Brooklyn, N.Y.11210 

Endorsed by: 

YAO ELIEZER 
c/o Yehuda Rupp 

602 7th Street 
Lakewood, N.J. 08701 

Rav Shlomo Zalman Auerbach 

Rav Yaakov Kaminetzky 

Rabbi Moshe Heinemann, Baltimore Md. 

Rabbi Yaakov Hopfer, Denver, Colo. 

Rabbi Nochom Sauer, Los Angeles, Calif. 

Notjustacheese, 
a trailition ... 1· ·· 
Han!an1, the inost trusred naine in (]iPlov Ybruel Kusher t.~heese. 
A reputation earned through 25 years (If scrupuluus devotll)n tl) qualtty 
and kashruth,With 12 deliciPus vanencs. Under the strict Rabb1n1c1l 
supervision of K'ha! Adas Jeshunin, N. Y. 
Hal)lan1, a tradit1t1n you'll enioy kt'eping.11 

Kosher for Passover - - ao 
Cholov Yisroel 

THL'RM Sh)~ WURLPCH~_ESEL\l IN< .. Sl\V \\)RK_ NY .. l.J .... ,., 
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Yerachmiel Barash 

Tomorrow's 
Technology

Afraid to Use it Today? 
In last moJth's JEWISH OBSERVER, Dr. Bernard Fryshman str~ngly cautioned 

against introducing computer teaching in the yeshivas (" . .. Processing the Data, 
Programming the Risks"). In the following article, Rabbi Yerachmiel Barash, who 
heads Agudath Israel's COPE Institute, takes another approach to the same issue. 

I. THE ATTITUDE 

Do computers have a place in the yeshiva? Are they gim
mickry whose attraction is more glamo,.,rthan substance? Does 
their distraction potential exceed their functional value in an 
institution where Torah education is the primary goal? 

Let's focus on a different aspect of the curriculum for 
a moment: Does drivers' ed have a place in the yeshiva? 
One can hear a resounding "no0 from inner-city parents 
who would much prefer that their sixteen-year olds not 
learn to drive for another six years. ("I need my Yankele 
driving around the Catskills during the summer? He 
can wait.") And one can hear a resounding "yes" from 
suburban parents from Monsey to Oak Park to Ven
tura, where the city planners never bothered laying 
sidewalks, and a driver's license at sixteen years is as 
natural as first-walkers at twelve-months. The correct
ness of any given answer simply depends on where and 
by whom the question is being addressed. 

Computer literacy, in its way, can be as essential to a 
child's development as spelling is-or as driving is, in 
some locales. Perhaps a more appropriate comparison 
can be made to high-school math, such as algebra and 
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geometry. We recognize the benefits derived from these 
subjects although most students are far more likely to 
be involved with computers in their adult life than with 
an algebraic equation or a geometric axiom. 

But a positive reply in regard to computers can only 
be issued after careful analysis of the relevant issues and 
facts. An objective decision must be based on an under
standing of the computer's potentials and limitations. 
Eloquence and wit make good reading, but only genuine 
objective knowledge can contribue to sound decisions. 
Uninformed emotional responses, even when well 
intentioned, miss the mark, and do the Orthodox educa
tional community an injustice. 

After all, blind retreat from technological progress 
has never been the policy of the Torah community. 
Such knee-jerk negativism would belie the advances in 
the learning and understanding our children have made 
thanks to audio visual aids not available when we, of the 
writing generation, were children. 

Don't Bite the Apple 

We are pro-computer, yes, but by no means do we 
advocate embracing computer education without ques-



tion. The use of computers in general education has had 
both successes and failures to date. And for that reason, 
even secular educators have been deeply split between 
those advocating immediate, extensive use of compu
ters in the schools, and those who bemoan most educa
tional software as being crude, unimaginative and ill
suited for many students. For example, the National 
Educational Association (which usually greets federal 
assistance with hurrahs) was at the forefront of fight
ing against a proposal by the Apple Computer Company 
to allow a tax write-off on all machines donated to 
schools and colleges. Why are they looking the gift
horse in the mouth? Do they really want less now when 
historically they always wanted more? The answer is 
that they do want more. They are asking for direct 
government subsidies for the development of quality 
educational courseware and for the training of teachers 
in the computer's use. The "Apple Bill" might put an 
official stamp of acceptance on the computer's present 
educational role and limit future federal assistance. 
Confusing? Not really. Computer education is too 
important to settle for inferior coursewear. 

We can take a page from the NEA's Apple approach 
and not bite off more than is good for us. To begin with, 
there are some consensus areas. Little good software (as 
computer programs are called) for educational purposes 
has yet been developed. If this be the case, what then is 
educationally worthwhile in computer technology? 

Early Exposure: Medium Positive 

The same sources that strongly criticize the programs 
currently available praise the computer for reasons 
beyond the essential gain of computer literacy; that is, 
for teaching that all machines can be mastered and made 
to serve the behest of mankind. Early exposure allows 
young students to know and accept the computer in the 
same manner as they have other technological advan
ces, without the sense of intimidation that later starters 
experience. Moreover, learning to program a computer 
helps develop organized thought and disciplined inter
action. These are among the most beneficial products of 
exposing students to computers at a young age. Our 
ever-growing contact with computers-whether 
through new telephone systems, the modern office 
environment, banks and even yeshiva offices-envelop 
nearly every aspect of our day-to-day lives. The ques
tion, then, is whether our children should feel over
whelmed and fearful of modern technology, or believe 
that technological discoveries represent an expression 
of the wisdom of our universe shared with us by its 
Creator. It is my contention that to deny them such 
exposure would paint us into an anachronistic corner. 
Of course we should shun the trendy, but that's no 
reason to avoid newly available technological tools and 
advances. 
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II. THE AREAS 
facts Now, Depth Later 

As Dr. Fryshman concedes, there is "impressive evi
dence" that the computer can be used to teach facts, help 
a student with drill and review, and provide effective 
practice. "This should be ample reason to use computers 
in the classroom, regardless of questions about their 
ability to transmit deep and retentive learning." Any 
tool that will encourage children to review basic knowl
edge and to practice fundamental skills should be wel
comed with open arms. Accept it as such, instead of 
characterizing its use as "replacing a human authority 
figure with an electronic device." To do so is to take the 
issue out of its intended context and to exaggerate it 
way out of proportion. 

Teachers' Aid, Not a Replacement 

Of course, the good teacher provides motivation, 
direction, encouragement and guidance to his students 
(and will continue to do so as he/she makes use of 
whatever tools are available). But does a teacher have 
the time, ability or patience to do practice-exercises with 
every individual student in the (usually) large yeshiva 
classroom? And can there be enough time to review a 
problem for the 5th or 10th time for the sake of a few 
students while the rest of the class is waiting to go 
ahead? Wouldn't it be far better for a computer, with 
infinite waiting ability, to help those who need to review 
at their own speed? 

Patient Blinkers 
Dr. Fryshman rejects the computer for favoring the 

quick-responding top student, while the slower student 
backs away from its blinking cursor. Now, any elec
tronic medium has deficiencies, but don't the more 
gifted students generally receive most of the '1ive" 
teacher's attention as well? Aren't they the ones that 
know the answers, raise their hands, and are called 
upon to recite because the class as a whole can't wait 
until the weaker ones are ready to respond? 

A blinking cursor, on the other hand, will wait as long 
as it takes Chaim or Berel to think of an answer and tap 
out his response. And while books may sit by quietly, 
waiting for students to reflect, a computer prods while 
it waits, and this impersonal foot-tapping may be con
siderably more effective than the book's silent patience. 

To be sure, we must search to find software that is 
well written and teaches the specific skills or concepts 
that we wish to impart; and our schools must be ready 
to provide guidance and direction for the computers' 
use. After all, use of any tool requires supervision; and 
just as computers need a protected physical environ
ment, they have other needs that must be addressed 
indepen\lently. Over-taxed teachers and administrators 
may find it difficult to allocate their limited time to a 
new area, but that consideration alone cannot be the 
measure of the advantages or disadvantages for using a 
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computer in the yeshiva. If its use is an important skill to 
be mastered, then the means must be found to promote 
it. 

Impatient Bright Ones 

As Or. Fryshman cautions, promising students in 
Lirnudei Kodesh indeed might suffer by becoming ena
mored with the computer. Educators agree that the 
computer can encourage students to be creative in using 
it to its fullest potential, and this can capture a boy's time 
and imagination. Writing your own programs and hav
ing the computer respond to your commands is a source 
of immense satisfaction. Close supervision, then, is 
imperative for keeping things in hand. 

With this consideration in mind, it may be more 
appropriate for students to get their exposure to com
puters in elementary school, so children can take the 
computer in their stride, rather than wait until high 
school. Then at the later more sensitive age, the novelty 
of the computer will not compete for the student's 
creative talents. 

A "Lomdishe" Keyboard? 

Will computers be used to teach Lirnudei Kodesh? They 
can be positive tools in an innovative Rebbi's hands. 

Drills in dikduk, for example, can be made more interest
ing, enhancing an area generally weak in our yeshivos. 
Of course we will have to review the credentials of the 
authors of such software, but we don't allow new seforim 
in our schools without prior review, either; why assume 
that this area would be different? 

One of the biggest problems not addressed by Dr. 
Fryshman is that yeshivos generally do not have staff 
adequately trained to use or direct the use of computers. 
It would be counterproductive for students to feel that 
they have mastered a technology that the Rebbi or 
teacher is not equipped to handle. There are, however, 
teachers and even Rebbeim with some background in 
computers. They should be encouraged to share their 
expertise with others, and serve as resource personnel 
for their schools. In any event, yeshivos should never 
take the word of outside salesmen without the advice of 
someone they can rely on and whose judgment they 
trust. 

We cannot deny the computer's existence. It is here 
and we must master it. The computer is a tool which, if 
used with caution, has benefits that cannot be ignored. 
Yeshivos would do well to move deliberately toward 
implementing its use but-understandably-only after 
careful study. T 

THE LEHMANN l-IAGGADAH 
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Yechiel Yitzchok Perr 

On ''Being'' and ''Becoming'' 
A Lesson From Reh Yisroel Salanter 'i"~T 

on the Occasion of His Hundredth Y ahrzeit. 

I. Beyond the gratitude and appre
ciation that any hen yeshiva should 
feel towards Reb Yisroel Salanter
who was the inspiration for what 
later became the yeshiva move
ment-there is an additional factor 
that draws me to mark this one 
hundredth anniversary of his pass
ing, his hundredth yahrtzeil. Strange 
as it may seem, this man, gone for so 
many years, has generated in me a 
deep sense of gratitude for what I 
feel he has taught me. 

It is difficult to explain precisely 
what his special teaching is-for it is 
very subtle; yet the impact of this 
lesson can be far-reaching. In simple 
words, Reb Yisroel Salanter taught 
the difference between "being" and 
"becoming." 

II. The difference between "being" 
and "becoming" may seem to be 
merely one of nuance, but it is much 
more. If defines how one sets one's 
goals for life. 

Every serious person wishes to 
acquire tzidkus, to be counted among 
the lzaddikim, to be one of those who 
will inherit the World-to-Come. But 
there are those whose drive for tzid
kus becomes interpreted into being 
tzaddikirn-concentrating on embel
lishing themselves with the external 
signs and accoutrements of tzidkus. 

This approach has its place and 
often can be very helpful in stimu
lating a higher level of religious 
commitment. But the point is that 

Rabbi Perr is the Rosh Yeshiva of Yeshiva Derech 
Ayson of Far Rockaway, N. Y. 
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there is also an altogether different 
approach. Not to be a lzaddik, but to 
become one: to recognize, to accept, 
to undertake the growth process 
that is necessary to achieve tzidkus
that is perhaps the very essence of 
lzidkus. 

III. A starkly drawn illustration 
of the difference between "being" 
and "becoming" can be found in the 
contrast between the teachings of 
our Torah and the beliefs of the 
Ancient Egyptians. Egypt, the set
ting of our first Golus, was a place of 
contradiction to everything taught 
by our Avos, Avraham, Yitzchok and 
Yaakov. 

Unlike some of the other pagan 
nations among whom we were des
tined to wander, the Egyptians did 
believe in an after-life-a continua
tion of the individual's existence in 
another world, But it was in how 
this existence supposedly comes 
about that their view differed from 
ours. The Egyptians mummified 
their dead as a way of insisting on 
their continued existence after 
death. They would force their way, 
so to speak, into the World-to-Come. 
They only had to make sure to be 
there and eternal life was theirs. 

Our Torah teaches us, however, 
that one becomes a member of the 
World-to-Come through proper liv
ing in this world. One develops, in 
this world, into a person of the 
World-to-Come. 

An expression found frequently 
in the Talmud is: "Who is a Ben-

Olam-Habbo!' The concept behind 
this phrase is that a person's life 
brings him into the World-to-Come. 
But hear the words, each one on its 
own: Ben Olam Habbo.-" A Child of 
the World-to-Come."The word "hen" 
suggests a person whose way of life 
in this world has made him like a 
developing child-has given birth to 
qualities within him that will con
tinue to grow, and that are bringing 
him to the World-to-Come. A per
son doesn't simply take leave of this 
world and go on to the next world. A 
person becomes, inside himself, the 
type of being whose soul survives its 
separation from the husk that is his 
body because its spiritual compo
nent is strong enough to live on its 
own-to exist in the world that is 
totally spiritual. 

IV• There was one particular 
incident that has been credited as 
being the formative experience in the 
life of Reb Yisroel Salanter. This 
incident took place on one of the 
days that the young Reb Yisroel was 
stealing along behind him mentor, 
Reb Zundel, to observe the practices 
of this hidden tzaddik; and Reb Zun
del, aware of the presence of the 
brilliant youngster tagging along 
behind him, suddenly turned to him 
and said, "Yisroel, learn Mussar and 
you will be a yorei Shomayim(' 

Every writer on the life of Reb 
Yisroel has given his own interpre
tation of this incident in attempting 
to explain how these few words 
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could have had the profound impact 
on Reb Yisroel, which Rabbi Yechiel 
Yaakov Weinberg, for instance, des
cribes as follows: "This short sent
ence, directed from the mouth of 
the teacher to the youngster, formed 
the Mussar Movement in Lithua
nia." From this moment onwards, it 
was as if Reb Yisroel had been 
turned into another person spiri
tually. 

What was it that the young Reb 
Yisroel suddenly saw so clearly that 
he became totally inspired and 
transformed, which was to subse-
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quently suffuse all of his teaching 
and the movement he inspired? 
What Reb Yisroel understood from 
Reb Zundel was that there was no 
purpose for him to secretly follow 
behind him, hoping to see what Reb 
Zundel did - so that by imitating 
him, he too would be a tzaddik, 

When someone copies someone 
else, he is not growing, not chang
ing, not becoming someone greater 
than he was before. Copying some
body else is trying to instantly be 
somebody else, rather than to become 
someone greater than oneself. 

What to me has been inspiring in 
this teaching is that it says that all of 
Torah, all mitzvos, all the struggles 
and experiences that Hashgacha Praffis 
places in one's life-all these are 
meant to make a person become 
greater and better. I would venture 
that when a person is finally able to 
fully assimilate and absorb this fact, 
he becomes totally transformed. "'i'. 

A fuller treatment of the contribu
tions of Reh Yisroel Salanter is cur
rently in preparation. 
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Y aakov Yosef Rein man 

''Menoros Hamaor'' 
The Classic and its Author 

"The people of our limes are hungry for food and thirsty 
for wine; they do not hunger or thirst for the Word of G-d. 
They neglect lo prepare for everlasting life and occupy 
themselves with the fleeting concerns of the moment. They 
spend their entire lives amassing fortunes that will end up 
in the hands of others-possibly even in the hands of the 
men who will marry the widows they leave behind. They 
don't even set aside a small portion of their fortunes lo 
acquire provisions for their long journey into eternity. 

"I have seen the indolence of the people who will not exert 
themselves lo study the great volumes of the Law that are 
bursting with detail on all subjects. I have seen the indo
lence of the people who will not exert themselves to search 
for the Agada that is sprinkled throughout the Talmud 
and the Midrash. How it would bring sweet taste to their 
palates' How it would rouse their slumbering hearts and 
bring them to refuge under the wings of the Divine 
Presence! Were they even lo do what is right because it 
would benefit themselves, in the end they would do it for its 
own sake. 

"Therefore, I have collected selections from the laws of 
the basic mitzvos and the Agada, taking care lo list every 
source. I have arranged these selections in an order designed 
to ease the task of the reader. This shall be a work that 
combines the Halacha and the Agada-a work that is 
equally pleasing lo all." 

I. The Need For a Sefer 
This quote would appear to have been written by a 

contemporary gadol who, having made an accurate 
assessment of modern Jewish society, was writing a sefer 
that he hoped would inspire his people. These words 
were, indeed, written by a gadol of great stature-by a 
Rishon. in fact: Rabbeinu Yitzchok Abohav, over six 
hundred years ago, in the introduction to his master
work, Menoras Hamaor. 

Rabbeinu Yitzchok Abohav lived in Spain in the latter 
half of the fourteenth century. Spain, at that time, was 

Rabbi Yaakov Yosef Reinman, a t.dmid !1/ Bai~ Mrdrash Got'oha. i.• !he 
author (lf Shufra Dishlara. a c11mprclien,il'c mrnlysi.• of Talmudic .-anfra(fual laU', 
and the lrartslalrr of Ilic Enslish languase cdilirm 1)f Meiwras ffomaor. H1· wrote 
"Remcmbrrins Rr/, Shncur Kotler, '.'"'.:i:!," which 11111>rnnd in lhc ()dobcr '84 JO. 
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the glittering diamond of the European continent. It 
enjoyed unparalleled prosperity. It was a center of 
enlightenment, the legacy of the Moorish occupation. 
Philosophy and science, poetry and art flourished as 
nowhere else. The Jewish population of Spain found 
this environment very hospitable, and it achieved its 
highest social station since being in exile from its home
land. Through their talent and industry, the Jewish 
people achieved the status of a privileged class, below 
the nobility but above the rest of the Spanish populace. 
Jews became the merchants and the financiers, the doc
tors and the poets, the philosophers and the ministers of 
the royal court; they became the "technocrats" of Span
ish society. 

The services they performed for the Crown were 
highly valued, and their rewards were lavish and con
spicuous. And in the end they were corrupted. They 
became intoxicated by their new social freedom and 
mobility, and by the vistas of material opportunity that 
opened before them. They neglected the study of the 
Torah and the meticulous observance of mitzvos. They 
became more Spanish than Jewish. Jewish practice 
became a cultural vestige, an exercise in ethnicity rather 
than the intensely meaningful experience it is meant to 
be. 

An Appeal to Rediscouer Their Heritage 

It was to this corruption that Rabbeinu Yitzchok 
Abohav was addressing himself in his plaintive appeal to 
his contemporaries to rediscover the meaning of their 
heritage, to rediscover the sweet taste of the Torah and 
to seek provisions for their long journey into eternity. 
To accomplish this purpose he wrote a master work that 
encapsulated the basic elements of Judaism in a decep
tively simple form-the Menoras Hamaor. 

Menoras Hamaor gives but the briefest attention to 
legalities, concentrating instead on questions of ethics 
and the significance of the practical performance of the 
mifzrios. It sets forth a formula for the improvement of 
the individual, the conduct of his relationship with 
Hashem, and the fulfillment of his role in society. The 
tone is soft and gentle, almost conciliatory. The basic 
device is the extensive use of quotations from the homi
letic portion of the Talmud. the Agada. Points are made 
with a minimum of elaboration; they serve as a mere 
outline to be filled in by the rich, full colors of the Agada. 
The author relies on the Agada itself to work its effect on 
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the reader, because as the Talmud tells us, it"coaxes the 
heart of a person" (Shabbos 87a). 

It is impossible to assess the influence of Menoras 
Hamaor on the Jewish community that inspired its crea
tion. It is doubtful that it enjoyed a very wide circula
tion, since almost all manuscripts at that time were 
handwritten. The first formal printing of Menoras Ha
maor did not occur until 1514 in Constantinople. The 
author himself writes that his purpose in writing this 
work was to improve his own grasp of the Agada and to 
organize the sources he drew upon for his speeches. 

Seventy Six Editions, Eight Translations 

In the long run, however, Menoras Hamaor struck a 
responsive chord among the Jewish people. It filled the 
very real need for a concise framework of the basic 
tenets of Judaism. Menoras Hamaor can be read on many 
levels. It is an "easy read" that can be understood by any 
layman. It quotes the Agada without extensive com
ment, relying on it to be effective on an emotional level 
rather than an intellectual level. The Talmudic scholar, 
however, will find profound meaning in many of the 
seemingly simple statements of the author. He will also 
develop new insights into the passages of the Talmud 
from the context of their quotation and their juxtaposi
tion to other related passages. Thus, it is a sophisticated, 
yet simple work, a work that is accessible without being 
simplistic. As such, it became one of the most beloved 
works of popular inspiration in Jewish religious litera
ture, spectacularly successful in terms of dissemination. 
Not counting excerpts and synopses, it has appeared in 
seventy-six editions, originating in many cities across 
the European continent, North Africa, and the Near 
East. It has been translated into Ladino four different 
times, into German thrice, and once into Yiddish. It 
became a custom in many Jewish homes to read from 
Menoras Han1aor at the Shabbos table every week. Groups 
of men would huddle over it in the Polish shtieblach in the 
frigid winter nights. It has, perhaps as no similar work, 
found its way into the hearts of the people. 

Parallels and Differences 

Today, because of the widespread lack of fluency in 
Hebrew, Ladino, German and Yiddish (only the first 
part is now available in English), Menoras Hamaor has lost 
much of its popularity. But the ingredients of its 
immense popularity over half a millennium are no less 
alive today. To be sure, there are many differences 
between modern Jewish society and pre-Expulsion 
Spanish Jewish society. Yet some parallels are striking: 
We, too, live in an "age of progress and enlightenment." 
In the western world, the political and material lot of the 
common man has so improved that his overriding con
cern is no longer how to fend off starvation but how to 
enjoy his work and use his leisure time to his greatest 
pleasure. Jews, through talent and industry, have taken 
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advantage of the opportunities of "free" societies and 
have established themselves as successful merchants, 
professionals, and technocrats. 

At the same time, unfortunately, far too many Jews 
who have taken advantage of the material opportunities 
of modern society have also fallen victim to its spiritual 
malaise. They have replaced Judaism as the focus of 
their lives with frenzied pursuit of material pleasure and 
prominence in non-Jewish society. Of course, demo
cratic America bears no resemblance to royal Spain, 
where by royal decree alone a haven for centuries was 
converted into the home of inquisition and auto-da-fe. 
Nevertheless, we Jews understand that we must be 
spiritually deserving of political asylum and tranquility. 

David Hamelech's warning: "Do not place your trust in 
princes, in man, who is incapable of deliverance (Tehillim 

Excerpt from "Menoras Hamaor" 

... One who embarks on a quest for wealth 
and glory stands to lose infinitely more than he 
can ever possibly gain. He stands to lose his 
share in the immortal world, for if he has diffi
culty achieving his ends he will likely turn to 
any means at his disposal, not hesitating to 
overstep the boundaries of what is permitted. 
Even if he does not enter the realms of the 
forbidden, he will still be squandering his life 
on the pursuit of emptiness and illusions; he 
will have missed the opportunity to fulfill his 
purpose and earn timeless rewards .... 

A person of clear vision should look about 
him and see how many truly righteous people 
live in grinding poverty, far worse than his own. 
His heart should go out to these people, and he 
should thank the Lord for giving him bread to 
eat and clothing to wear, even if he only has 
enough to last but a day or two. He should not 
worry about what he will eat tomorrow. He 
should place his trust in his Creator. [let him] 
not distress himself with concerns about what 
tomorrow will bring when he cannot possibly 
even know what the rest of today will bring. If 
his Creator has graciously bestowed upon him 
more than the minimum he needs for subsist
ence, then he certainly has cause to be grate
ful. He should sing the praises of this Creator 
every day and thank Him for His endless wond
ers and gracious favor in protecting him from 
all sorts of disasters to which he might fall 
victim. Let him not ask for embroidered clo
thing and silver vessels! Let him not ask for 
lavish banquets! Let him ask only for that 
which he needs for his sustenance. 
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146:3)," was written for all times and only underscores 
the fragility of man-guaranteed social systems. The 
seemingly quietest of times can be the most perilous 
time for the Jewish people. We must always look into 
ourselves to discover what we can do to be secure. In the 
words of Rabbeinu Yitzchok Abohav, now too is a time 
to "seek refuge" under the wings of the Divine Pres
ence. The urgency that produced Menoras Hamaor exists 
today, as well. Such works are as fresh and as relevant 
today as on the days they were written. People do not 
change; all that changes is the extent of their ability to 
wreak havoc and destruction. 

II. The Sefer-Part of a Missing Whole 

Menoras Hamaor is acutally the first part of a trilogy 
designed to span the entire spectrum of practical day-to
day Judaism. The purpose of Menaras Hamaor was to 
point out the meaning of Judaism and its rewards, 
touching only very briefly on the practical rules of the 
performance of mifzvos and, even then, only to illustrate 
or underscore a homiletic theme. The second part of the 
trilogy, entitled Aron Ha'edus, was a major halachic work, 
one of the first codifications of the halacha tailored to the 
common need for an instructioii.al guide to the conduct 
of a Torah life. The third part of the trilogy, Shulchan 
Hapanim-actually a subdivision of Aron Ha'edus-was a 
twelve-part work dealing with the halachos pertaining to 
berochos and tefilos. Unfortunately, the only part of this 
trilogy extant is the Menoras Hamaor. 

In Menoras Hamaorthe author uses the framework of a 
seven-brancehed menorah to encompass seven separate 
works covering seven distinct areas of Jewish thought. 
Each of these seven elements of the menorah is written as 
a complete entity unto itself, with its own Prologue and 
Epilogue. On the original they are identified simply as 
First Light, Second Light, and so forth, with a brief, 
descriptive subheading. In the English translation, how-
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ever, the sheer verbosity of the language, as compared 
with the brevity of the Hebrew language, made it 
necessary to divide the Menoras Hamaor into its basic 
elements. Each volume is named to reflect the descrip
tive subheading in the original.) 

The basic premise of the system of Menoras Hamaor is 
the verse, "Turn away from evil and do good, seek out 
peace and pursue it" (Tehiilim 34:15). The author points 
out that these three steps that must be followed by "the 
man who desires life" (as in Verse 14, preceding this 
passage) must be pursued in this sequence, because 
each step lays the groundwork for the next. The first 
step must of necessity be to overcome the natural 
human inclination towards evil. Once the negative has 
been overcome, a second step replacing it with the posi
tive must follow. One must then rise above the level of a 
neutral beast and condition oneself to do good. Having 
refined oneself as an individual, one must then go on to 
benefit society with that refinement, for one is meant to 
live as a productive member of society and to interact 
with other people. Only be devoting himself to the 
pursuit of peace can a person coexist with other people 
and effectively fulfill his desired role in society. Of the 
seven lights of the menorah, the first two correspond to 
the first step ("Turn away from evil"), the middle three 
to the second step (" ... seek out peace and pursue it"). 

The First Step rj Leaving Evil 

The First Light of the menorah, The Light of Contentment, 
discusses the need to overcome the inclination to sin, to 
control the insatiable drives that lead a person into a 
frenzied pursuit of the temptations of the world, a 
pursuit that can bring him only harm both in this world 
and the next. The Second Light of the menorah, The Light 
of Expression, discusses all forms of sinful speech and the 
ethics of responsible expression and communication. 
Together, these two Lights complete the first step of 
turning away from evil. 

The Third Light of the menorah, The Light of Mitzvos, 
deals with the first stage of conditioning oneself to do 
good. This is accomplished by the proper performance 
of the mitzvos that purify the body. The second stage is 
to then study the Torah, which elevates the mind and 
brings it to the realization of the truth. Hence, the 
Fourth Light of the menorah. The Light of Torah. And since 
realistically a person cannot expect to be able to do only 
good and never falter, it is always necessary to maintain 
a familiarity with the ways of returning. Hence, the 
Fifth Light of the menorah, The Light of Teshuvah. 

The final step is accomplished by learning how to live 
together with others in peace and love, the theme of the 
Sixth Light of the menorah, The Light of Harmony. To be 
truly successful in this third and final step, however, a 
person must develop humility. This removes the final 
obstacle to harmonious relationships with others-the 
demanding ego. Hence, the Seventh Light of the 
menorah, The Light of Humility. 
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The Light of Torah in the Center 

To quote the author: "Such are the seven Lights of 
the Menorah. The three Lights on each side of the 
Menorah shine in splendid escort to the Great Light in 
the Center-the Light of Torah that is as a blazing sun 
among seven brilliant stars ... All is of one piece, golden, 
pure, and sevenfold refined. Let the seven glittering 
Lights irradiate the Golden Menorah." 

In his introductory ode, the author suggests a secon
dary purpose for Menoras Hamaor. Complaining that, 
because of the lack of an orderly arrangement of the 
ARadas, Talmudic scholars have concentrated on the 
halacha, he insists that the J\gada is at least of equal 
importance. He contends that it is foolish to neglect the 
soul-elevating J\gada and study only the fine points of 
legality; it is an "affliction without remedy." With Meno
ras flamaor, he hoped to create an orderly structure for 
the study of the J\gada. It has even been suggested that 
his aim was to accomplish for the J\gada what the Ram
bam had done for the halacha with his Mishneh Torah. 

This certainly gives Menoras Hamaor a valuable added 
dimension. To the layman it is a window to an enchant
ing world otherwise accessible only to Talmudic scho
lars; it takes him by the hand and leads him on a tour of 
the high points of the intricate maze of the J\gada. To the 
scholar it is a systematic arrangement that adds tre
mendous perspective to a deeper study of the J\gada. 

III. The Man Behind the Menorah 

Although Rabbeinu Yitzchok Abohav, by virtue of 
the authorship of Menoras Hamaor, is a major figure in 
Jewish history, little is known of his personal life-and 
that little must be gleaned from his introduction to the 
Menoras Hamaor and the accompanying ode. A substan
tial part of his life (he writes with apparent chagrin) was 
devoted to secular affairs and that it was only in his later 
years that he turned to writing and the rabbinate. There 
is a tantalizing reference in the ode to some time spent 
"in captivity," though this might only be an allegorical 
allusion to the time he spent in secular pursuits. No 
other factual information can be elicited from his writ
ings. What does emerge clearly is an unwitting self
portrait of a humble man and an intellectual giant, a 
man of soaring spirit that bursts into poetry and lyrical 
prose, a sensitive man with an intense love for his 
people. 

The author's family-the Abohav family-was a very 
prominent Sephardic family of Spanish origin. During 
the Middle Ages, the Abohav family produced many 
illustrious falmidei chachomim. Among these was Rab
beinu Avraham Abohav to whom Rabbeinu Yehudah 
ben Asher of Toledo, the son of the Rash, addressed 
responsa in Zichron Yehuda. It is assumed that this Rab
beinu Avraham Abohav was the father of Rabbeinu 
Yitzchok Abohav, the author of Menoras Hamaor. After 
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Excerpt from "Menoras Hamaor" 

The Kabbalists have told us that the entire 
Tor ah is comprised of various Names of the 
Holy Blessed One. All of the words of the Torah 
are arranged in such a way that by different 
permutations they can be rearranged to form 
different Names of Hashem. Each of the Names 
resulting from these permutations represents 
one of the multitude of Divine functions in the 
existence of the world. This Kabbalistic thesis 
provides one explanation for the concept of 
Shiv'im Panim La Torah-The Seventy Facets 
of the Torah-which states that every point in 
the Torah can be understood in seventy differ
ent ways. In accordance with the thesis of the 
Kabbalists, this then would mean that the Torah 
is like a kaleidoscope which can be rearranged 
into seventy different permutations, each form
ing a different tapestry consisting entirely of 
various Names of Hashem. Each permutation, 
therefore, would have its own individual signif
icance as a reflection of a different aspect of 
creation. 

We can well understand [then,] the rule that 
a Torah scroll which contains even the slight
est mistake becomes invalid and can no longer 
be used for the obligatory readings from the 
Torah ... even if the mistake involves a varia
tion of a single letter that ... does not affect the 
general meaning of the verse. Indeed, it may 
seem insignificant to us, because we are only 
looking at a single facet of the Torah. With a 
slight turn of the kaleidoscope other permuta
tions of the Torah emerge, complete tapestries 
entirely composed of various Names of Ha
shem that represent unfathomably profound 
secrets that hold the key to the mysteries of the 
existence of the world. 

.. In its surface form, the Torah is arranged 
in such a way that ordinary people can read it 
and understand it ... derive from it the rules of 
the mitzvos, and ... learn moral and character 
lessons from the events recorded in the Torah. 
However. in those places where the Torah 
seems to be relating events which are seem-

1 

ingly uninstructive, realize that every word of 
the Torah has limitless meaning in its other 
forms These hidden meanings concealed in 

\ the Torah, with only the faintest hints and allu
[ ~~ons, reveal every detail of the material and 
Liritual worlds 

---~·--- ~--- -
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the Expulsion from Spain, in 1492, branches of the 
family took root in North Africa, Turkey, Italy, and the 
ex-Marrano communities of Northern Europe. 

A descendant of the author, Rabbeinu Yitzchok Abo
hav II, who lived one hundred years later and died in 
1493, was known as "the last gaon of Castille." He stu
died with Rabbeinu Yitzchok Canpanton and became 
the head of the Toledo Yeshiva. The Chida writes that he 
was a confidant of the King of Portugal. In 1491, Rab
beinu Yitzchok Abarbanel studied with him. Rabbeinu 
Yitzchok Abohav II wrote many works, including a 
commentary on Arba'ah Turim of Rabbeinu Yaakov ben 
Asher, the son of the Rash. Although this last work has 
been lost, it is quoted extensively in the Bais Yosef of 
Rabbeinu Yosef Caro, the author of the Shu/chan Aruch, 
who refers to him as one of the greatest scholars of his 
generation. 

The authorship of Menoras Hamaor is sometimes 
erroneously attributed to the better known Rabbeinu 
Yitzchok Abohav II. To/dos Haposkim explains that this 
error came about because some people had never heard 
of the author and therefore assumed that it was his 
descendant who wrote Menoras Hamaor, a theory dis
proven by a close study of certain early references (See 
Chida). It is also interesting to note that the portrait of 
Rabbi Yitzchok Abohav da Fonesca, a distant descend
ant of the author who lived in the seventeenth century 
and served as rabbi in the Sephardic communities of 
Brazil and Amsterdam: is often mistaken for his. 

The chief success of Menoras Hamaor throughout the 
ages has always been as a work of popular inspiration. In 
generation after generation and culture after culture, it 

~There is also another Menoras Hamaor. written by Rabbeinu Yisroel 
ben Yosef Alnakawa, a contemporary of the author. Except for 
scholarly study, however, it has remained largely unknown. There 
are both similarities and differences between the two works, and 
their relationship has always intrigued scholars. 
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has been an invitation to an exiled people to spurn the 
illusory values of their host cultures and to seek out the 
timeless truths of their own holy heritage. Centuries 
after his death, the vibrant notes of the author's clarion 
call still ring out: 

Hark then you noble gentry 
So ravenous for luxury 
Turn away from the thunder 
Thal tears mountaintops asunder 
And illuminate your sight 
By the seven gleaming Lights 
Exalted tablets explained 
By the L-rd's Finger ingrained 
Come break the bread that I extend 
All who truly are my friends 
Drink deeply of the wines I blend 
Upon the table that I've laid 
Showbread beautifully arrayed 
The table that stands before G-d. 
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Alone ... But Not Alone! 
She weeps 
bitterly in the night 
and mourns 
the dawn of day 
for there is 
none 
to bid her 
good morning, 
noone 
with whom to share 
her table. 

Not even on Shabbos, 
on Y om-tov ... 

by 

beings 

Surrounded 

yet solitary, 

she stands 

alone 
disconsolate 

wrapped in a shroud 

of salty smiles, 

of the day ... the week ... 
the year .. . 
the years .. . 

a half person 

on 
one 
foot 

alone 

on 
all 

sides 

forsaken, 

uncertain 

vulnerable 

Mrs. Finkelstein is a profr5sional writer whosr "Mendel the Mouse" has brcn 
instructing and cnterlaining OLOMEINU readers for fifteen years. Her pofm, "F{lr 
Us, Dear Child?" was featured in thi· September '$2 JO-
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bereft of a human 
spokesman. 
(Even her children 

don't often take the time 
to perceive her pain.) 

The widow. 

Alone 
but not deserted, 
forsaken 
but not abandoned, 
disconsolate 
yet comforted, 
uncertain 
yet secure, 
vulnerable 
yet protected, 
bereft of a human spokesman-

For 
the 
All-Merciful 
is mindful and 
He takes her part. 
But not alone! 

And as He is 
merciful 
so shall we 
be-
Are we? 
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The 8. Manischewitz Company wishes to 
inform the public that all their matzo pro
ducts, fish, soups, baby foods, cake mixes, 
cookies, macaroons, candies, seltzer, and 
all other products listed in the Hechsher 
certificate are Kosher tor Passover without 
the shadow of a doubt-Limehadrin, under 
the strict supervision of the Board of Rab
bis composed of the renowned and distin
guished Rabbis and scholars Chaim Kar
linsky, David L. Silver Emanuel Gettinger 
and Maurice L. Schwartz, and their staff of 
qualified Mashgichim. 

Alf meats used in Manischewitz products 
are Glatt Kosher! 

No corn syrup is used in any Manischewitz 
products. 
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The Sixth Day 
The night before begins the rushing day and 
They move with head-on-haste against the run

ning sun. 
Savory smells infuse the air with stirring ends 

and 
Add a tranquil warmth. 
On ivory linen, 
Braided bread and ruddy wine await. 
Around the world and 
Over there 
Time transforms and slackens speed. 
As orange haze and pastel pink light up the 

horizon 
She strikes a match and 
Carefully crowns each candle with a flame. 
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Important Notice 
We are pleased to inform the public at large that the (which permits a financial return on loans). As a mattE>r of 

memberso!theKollelMechonHaHoyroaofMonseyhave tact, a large number of improperly prepared helter iska 
completed the entire Shulchan Aruch Choshen Mishpat documents have come before us entailing in oufright rib-
( Jurisprudence) with the key commentaries, as well as bis ketzutza (usury), which is forbidden by Torah Law. tn 
Hilchos Ribbis (Usury), Yora De'ah; and that these scho- addition, we have seen hetter iska documents used for 
lars have been ordained by leading rabbinical scholars transactions where they are invalid without certain 
with Yadin Yadin. In addition.they have acquired apprec- adjustments. As a result, observant Jews have unwittingly 
iable experience through shimush (observing) a large transgressed stringent Torah prohibitions. We therefore 
number of dinei Torah. Now that their expertise has urge au who make use of hetter iska to first consult a 
gained widespread acceptance and many people have rabbinical authority. The Mechon HaHoyroa Beis Din will 
been turning to the Mechon HaHoyroa for guidance in be ready to respond to all queries in this field. 
halachic affairs, the Monsey rabbinate has strongly • The writing of a last will to dispose of an estate after 
recommended that the Kolle! convene a beis din regu- death is effective in secular law, but often is without valid-
larly. As a result, people who ha_ve differences with one ity by Torah Law, and whoever "inherits" property through 
another in their business dealings will be able to turn to the means of such a will actually is guilty of robbing other 
this.beis din to adjudicate their disputes, and to determine would-be heirs. The kinyanim (acts of acquisition) implicit 
the outcome in accordance with din, pshara, or pshara in a will are ineffective in many cases, such as when 
karov ledin-the full range, from precise legal decision dealing with monies that are invested or deposited in bank 
through binding ar_bitration. accounts, which halachically are considered to be the 

In addition, whoever has halachic queries in business equivalent of loans and can only be transferred by ma'a-
affairs (aside from disputes with others) is invited to pres- mad shloshton ... At times, only the dividend is being 
enttheirproblemstothebeisdin, andthedayanimwill be awarded, and this cannot be effectively done by a will. 
prepared to answer the questions as.they arise. Other times, the terms of a will violate the Torah prohibl-

At this opportunity we would also like to. inform the lion against circumventing the bec.~or's rights to a double 
public of the following: share of the legacy. To facilitate the writing of wills that 

• We are in contact with a large number of religious avoid all such Torah violations, the Beis Din has prepared 
lawyers, and as a result we are in position to clarify many a standard form that conforms with ha/acha, and is mak-
issues relating to din a de malchusa .din a. ing the form available to all who request it, without charge. 

• Through the many queries that have been brought Anyone Interested in bringing a din Torah to the 
before the Kolle!, _it has become apparent that most peo- Mechon HaHoyroa Beis Din, or in general information, 
pie are not familiar with the requirements for hetter iska should write or call: 

Mechon HaHoyroa/P.O.B. 371/Monsey, N,Y. 10952 (914) 425-2918 

A Letter of Greeting (free translation) 

WE> welcome with jo; rhe announcements that the administration of Koll el Mechon HaHoyroa will convene a Be is Din to 
adjudicate an monetary disputes. Their efforts until now have been crowned with success, for.the rabbis of the Kolle! have 
completed _their requirements for )'adin Yadin and have justly b_een ordained-having studied the entirety of Choshen 
Mishpat plus Hilchos Ribbis with great depth and dedication, these past six and a half years, without interruption. They 
have enhanced their knowledge with shimush-understudying accomplished authorities in their handling of din Torah 
cases before them-mastering the process on their own. 

This significant endeavor has our strongest encouragsment and deepest wishes for success, for arriving at proper 
judgments is a key to sustaining the world (see Avos 1:18). 

We pray that G-d guide them so they arrive at proper halachicdecisions and render true justice in their responseto the 
cases brought before them, increasing truth and peace in the world. May we merit witnessing the fulfillment of the 
prophesy: "And twill restore your judges as of old and your counselors as once, after Which the city.of justice will be called 
'faithful city,"' with the coming of Moshiach, swiftly in our days. 

Rabbi Moshe Neushloss 
Rav of New Square 

Rabbi .Shlomo Mordechai Breslauer 

Rabbi Shmuel Taubenleld 

Rabbi Shmuel Faivelson 

Rabbi Visroel Hager 
Rav of Vizhnitz 

Rabbi Visroet Rosenbaum 

Rabbi Moshe Green 

Rabbi Vose! Mordechai Kantor 
Rav of Agudah 

Rabbi Yaakov Kamenetzky 

Rabbi Avraham Weinfeld 

Rabbi Yechezkiel Horowitz 

Rabbi Avrohom M, Wagschal 



BOOKS 

Books in Review 

The Book of Isaiah (Vol. 1), a new English translation of 
the text and Rashi, and a commentary digest, by Rabbi 
A.]. Rosenberg (Judaica Press, New York, 1982, $11.95). 

We have had occasion previously to draw the atten
tion of our readers to the monumental series of Judaica 
Books of the Prophets. Having completed the publica
tion of the Early Prophets, Judaica Press in this volume 
makes available the first 29 chapters of !SAIAH, with all 
the features that made the previous six volumes so very 
useful to the serious student of Tanarh. Wherever neces
sary, each chapter has an introduction based on the 
classic commentators, followed by a translation of each 

Finally Released! "Sf-l!v1E_LK./E'S" Nevv Nigunim 

of 

30 

verse and the Rashi to it, and a summary of the com
mentators. Particularly noteworthy is the fact that not 
only the Hebrew text of the Tanach is provided, but also 
of Mikraolh Gedoloth, enabling the student to go back to 
the original full text of the commentaries. Maps, a gen
eral introduction, and an outline of the content of the 29 
chapters, complete a most valuable work. 

The Mystery of Creation According to Rashi, by Pinchas 
Doran (New York, 1982, Maznaim Publishing Co., 
$10.95). 

Dr. Doron has prepared a new translation of the first 
six chapters of BEREISHIS, based on Rashi's commentry; 
he also provides a translation of Rashi as well as a 
commentary, called "Companion," which aims to explain 
the difficulties that Rashi sees in the text, and the 
answers which he provides. As Dr. Doron himself 
points out in his introduction, this is a novel and chal
lenging approach. There is no doubt that it will further a 
student's ability to study Rashi in the original. At the 
same time, it makes for some awkwardness in transla
tion which the reader will have to overcome. More 
importantly, Dr. Doron has "firmly resisted the tempta
tion to engage in lengthy discourses on the full ramifica
tions of certain homiletic passages quoted in Rashi," and 
has usually chosen the simplest explanations available, 
at the expense of depth (an outstanding example is the 
interpretation of the earth's "sin," in Verse 11). Yet the 
student who has come this far can easily seek further 
clarification in the supercommentaries. 

Shir Hashirim-English Translation and Commentary, 
by Dr. F. Honberger (London, 1981) 

This interesting work, the outgrowth of a series of 
lectures given by the author, seeks to provide a coherent 
and continuous interpretation of SHIR HASHIRIM as an 
account of the historical relationship between G-d and 
the Jewish people. The author weaves the Talmudic 
sources into a comprehensive picture, marked by clarity 
of expression and emphasis on the basic ideas, which 
make this commentary suitable even for readers not 
prepared for scholarly or philosophical exercises. 
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Praise My Soul, A Commentary on the Morning Pray
ers, by Rabbi Avigdor Mi/ler(New York, 1982, Bais Yisroel 
of Rugby, $10.50). 

This volume is a worthy successor to the many works 
on Torah thought and life, and on Jewish history, which 
have made Rabbi Miller one of the outstanding guiding 
forces for searching minds in our time. PRAISE MY SOUL 
is intended both as a text, introducing the reader to the 
meaning and message of our prayers and as a manual to 
help in the study of the daily morning prayer. (While the 
entire text of the prayers is included in English transla
tion, the student is advised to use the Hebrew text at the 
same time.) While the commentary is based on the 
words of the Siddur, it goes on to elaborate on the fun
damental ideas that our lelfi/los are meant to convey to 
us. In this context, the author's system of consecutively 
numbering each paragraph is most useful for it allows 
for easy cross-reference to related passages and ideas. In 
a preface the author explains the purpose of prayer and 
the importance of understanding it, as well as our rela
tionship to G-d, our King and Father; the main body of 
the work then traces the lefillos from the beginning of 
Pesukei D'Zimroh through the Amidah. The constant 
references to Taaach and Chazal enable the qualified stu
dent to pursue the author's thoughts to their sources, 
adding another dimension to his studies. 

Menoras Hama'or, The Light of Contentment, by Rab
beiau Yitzchak Abohav, translated by Rabbi Yaakov Yosef 
Reiaman (Transcript Library, Lakewood, 1982, hard
cover $9.95, softcover $7.95). 

It is difficult to overstate the place which the MENO
RAS HAMA'OR has occupied in the Jewish world of the 
last five hundred years. Suffice it to say that since the 
rise of the printing press, it has gone through 76 edi
tions. It was written in the 14th century to inspire and 
guide the individual toward self-improvement and the 
fulfillment of his role within the community. In the 
seven sections ("lights'~ of the Menoras Hamaor, all 
aspects of a Jew's life are systematically treated, with the 
author fitting into this framework the Aggadic teach
ings of the Sages scattered throughout Rabbinic litera
ture. Rabbi Reinman has now made available to the 
English reader the first section of the work, "The Light 
of Contentment," which is concerned with the dangers 
of jealousy, lust, and pride. He has taken great care to 
provide a readable yet accurate rendering of the original 
work (though, as pointed out in the introduction, he 
abridged some segments because of the nature of the 
subject discussed). Layout and typography contribute to 
the readability and so do the appended glossaries and 
"The Profile of the Menorah," Rabbi Yitzchak Abohav's 
own general introduction to his work. It is to be hoped 
that Rabbi Reinman will before long be able to publish 
the entire Menoras Hamaor. 
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save time, postage, and get the same dollar 
reduction as when you renew by mail! 

One year-10 issues 
(a $20 newsstand value) will cost only $15 

Two years-20 issues 
·(a $40 newsstand value) will cost only $27 

Three years-30 issues 
(a $60 newsstand value) will cost only $36 
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~ 
!Paraa[Je 

Glatt Kosher Caterers at 

~ OJ\farin.a del ~ 

For memorable affairs the choice is always 
Paradise at The Marina. 

The reason is simple! Superlative Glatt Kosher 
Catering in an extravagant setting - all on one 
level to accommodate up to 800 of your 
guests. So to celebrate "a marriage made in 
heaven" in style, call Paradise - the exclu
sive Glatt Kosher Caterers at The Marina, 

because The Marina reflects you best! 
Call Moshe Plaut or Moshe Gordon 

(212) 627 -0072 

lFRANKEL'S SEFORIM SHRANKS 
J The Furniture Center 
j Brooklyn's Largest Store Of Wall Units, Bookcases, 
. Desks and Dinette Sets 

I Modern - Traditional - Contemporary 

I 
Just Arrived 

Large Selection Of 
Beautiful Wood Desks 

Now On Special 
2 Sided Desk 

Sl79 
Student's Desk and Hutch 

$275 We Carry Shtenders 

Take Advantage of Our Super Buys 
Throughout tlte Entire Store 

3921 14th Avenue, Brooklyn 438-4848 
Hours: Sunday thru Wednesday 11 :30 A.M.·6 P.M. 

Thursday 11 :30 A.M. untll 8 P.M. · 
~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~__J 
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Insights into the Sedra of the Week, by Rabbi B. Maza, 
Vol. 1, Bereishis-Shemos, (New York, Sayfer Publish
ing Co., 1982, $5.95). 

In this volume the author has gathered short essays 
on the weekly portions as well as the special days in the 
Jewish calendar. In each case, a question is posed, and an 
answer is developed which throws light on some fun
damental beliefs of Yiddishkeil. Thus, for instance, in his 
essay on Purim the author explains that the unique 
feature of Purim is not our victory over the enemy but 
the miracle of survival in exile. The reader will un
doubtedly find much material for thought and inspira
tion in this thin volume. 

I 

HOME 
ATTENDANTS 

needed for 

HOUSEKEEPING AND 
PERSONAL CARE 

for the 

DISABLED AND 
HOMEBOUND 

good pay and benefits 
Boro Park, Bensonhurst and 

Flatbush Area 
full-time live in positions only 

Project OHR Inc. 
(Office for Homecare Referral) 

1308-40th Street sJ 
Brooklyn, NY 11218 

853-2700 
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second looks 
at the jewish scene 
• I 

Jewry- Guilty of Being Jewish? 
(::-':' ;•r.:n)17iJi1 nK i1Kiii1--0::JM iiirK for its role in the massacre. Some~, 

" how "all the enlightened nations 
• "Who is wise? Hr who foresees the future. The got the wrong message. 

lr~m "no/ad" (future! imp/us already /1or11, for a. truly Now, setting Jewish policy' by its 
wise prr•on doe> nol prophes11. He reads future 1mp/1. b d d · 

· · · very nature, must e groun e 1n cations in rnrrenl slates of affrurs. h · 
• A wise man is superior to the prophet. (8abba Tor ah concepts, and among t e~ IS 

Basra 12a! the realization that other nations 
• Oru must not say "Viduy," the confessional are only too eager to condemn Jews 

prnyer aloud, [fir ii is no oru· else's conarn if an in- for faults that are overlooked as a 
dividual has sinned. !Orarh Chaim! matter of course when they them

The findings of Israel's Kahan 
Commission of Inquiry in the Beirut 
massacre were published in rnid
February, climaxing five months of 
political crisis and moral soul-search
ing for Israel. While American secu
lar Jewish defense organizations glo
ried in "Israel (being) ... established 
as an enviable paragon of judicial 
process for all enlightened nations" 
(Anti-Defamation League of Bnai 
Brith), the United Nations found 
the strength to muster sufficient 
moral indignation to condemn Israel 
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selves are guilty of the very same 
faults. As a matter of fact, this was 
the basis of the decision of the heads 
(such as the Ponevezher Rosh Ye
shiva, Rabbi Elazar Shach and the 
Gerrer Rebbe, Rabbi Simcha Bunim 
Alter) of the Moetzes Gedolei HaTorah 
of Agudath Israel of Eretz Yisroel 
when it instructed its Knesset re
presentatives not to vote for the 
convening of the Kahan Commis
sion, and it was reflected in its deci
sion to dissociate itself from its find
ings (see attached). The wisdom of 
this approach is unfortunately only 

too evident in the U.N. vote and the 
viciously distorting cartoon syndi
cated by the Washinxton Post. 

A prophet is remarkable for his 
ability to see coming events in the 
future, but a wise man is superior 
for anticipating coming events in 
the here and now. 

The Political Commission of 
the Israeli Agudath Israel met 
in Jerusalem following the re
lease of the Commission's re
port. and issued the following 
statement: 

(1) Agudath Israel opposed 
the establishing of the Com
mission of Inquiry (into the 
Beirut refugee camps massa
cre) from the start, in accor
dance with the directives of the 
Gedolei Torah (Torah authori
ties). 

(2) Agudath Israel cautioned 
that the establishing of the 
Commission of Inquiry would 
cause damage to the Jewish 
people be.cause .it would be 
improperly exploited by the 
world at large. 

(3) With the publ.icizing of 
the decisions of the Commis
sion, Agudath Israel declares 
that the fear of the Gedolei 
Torah were justified. Notwith· 
standing the Commission's es
tablishing that Israel neither 
had a hand nor a responsibility 
for what occurred. ahd that the 
Phalangists were entirely to 
blame-nevertheless, since 
some indirect responsibility 
was placed on people of high 
rank, one can rightfully fear 
that the world at large will in
terpret the findings as throw
ing the guilt (for the massacre) 
on the Jewish people. Agudath 
Israel therefore herewith dec
lare$ that it dissociates itself 
from the Commission's find
ings and rejects them. particu
larly in regard to the recom
mendations that relate to the 
fate of individuals. 
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WE CARRY A WIDE RANGE OF AUTOMOBILES 
Compacts· Mid Size - Cargo & Passenger Vans 

STATION WAGONS - FULL SIZE CARS 
Dally - Weekly - Monthly Rates 

• Free Mileage Plans • Major Credit Cards 
•Short & Long Term Leasing• All Makes & Models 

Let Us Tailor A Lease To Flt Your Needs 

Auto Rental, & Leasing 
5620 New Utrecht Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y., corner 57th St. 

Open Sun.-Thurs. 8-6:30. Fr'1 fill 3:00 

(212) 435-8111 

NEW ADDITIONAL LOCATION: 
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YESHIVA ................. ... 
GEDO IA 
IDRAS 
CHESED 

• Bais Medrash for the 
serious ta/mid age 17-21. 

• Shiurim in /yun, Bekius, 
Halacha, Chumash, and Mussar. 

• Dedicated to helping a bochur 
realize his full potential. 

For an interview contact: 

RABBI AHRON GARFINKEL 
Seven Cameo Ridge Road Wiit 
Monsey, New York 10952 
(914) 352-6214/356-0888 ----
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by Faygie Borchardt 

Post-Blizzard Musings 
Snowed In. Awesome words. It 

had been predicted. And yet it caught 
us by surprise. 

It's funny how living in a world of 
remote control, skyscrapers and sili
con chips, can make us feel at once 
threatened and protected. Threa
tened-by the seeming obscurity of 
the individual. But also powerful, 
somehow. As though man is en 
route to conquering the elements; 
heart monitors, satellites, mechani
cal spies ... and, of course, weather 
predictors. Accu, compu, and so on. 

A fragile, delicate, old-fashioned 
snowflake. Threatening? Ha. 

Well, being able to foresee it can't 
make us control it. It comes, seem
ingly, with a will of its own. And 
then it's joined by its hundreds
thousands-millions of wispy fairy 
cousins. A loyal lot they are, uniting 
in enviable togetherness on the 
strong, tough streets of the uncon
querable city. 

We are conquered. We are vul
nerable. We cannot press a button 
and trap the workings of the sky. 
But it can trap us. We are vulnera
ble. The blizzard reminds us. 

How sad this all sounds. But is it 
really? Is happiness a result of con
quering one's limits, breakinh the 
barriers that quietly restrain us? 

I think not. Hacking away at the 
Alps or Everglades with a man
made chisel would be mildly frus
trating, I'd imagine. Isn't wisdom 
the knowledge of which barriers 
must be crossed, and which we must 
work within? 

So many cry, if only the notural 
wouldn't exist; if only I were richer 
handsomer . . wittier ... If only 1 had 
different parents . .. neighliors . .. talents. If 
only if weren't snowing, I'd be free lo pursue 
my dreams. 

We can spend our lives hacking at 
mountains, and weeping when all 
that breaks is the chisel. Or we can 

Mrs. Borchardt leaches in Torah A(,idnny for 
Girls in Far Rockaway. 
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realize that reality is not what we 
have, that we are as we do. 

There is beauty and joy in some 
kinds of passivity. How hard the 
destroyer within us works, to con
ceal that concept. Who knows more 
contentment-the woman who 
boldly states that no man or child 
will chain her-or the mother who 
has climbed her mountain? Who 
will know better the exhiliration of 
gloriously, breathlessly, reaching the 
top, to be rewarded with the rays of 
a smile, a gurgle, a laugh, from the 
miracle beside her? 

There is beauty and joy in asser
tive passivity. It's a paradoxical entity 
that demands great strength, and 
trust in the Creator of our boundar
ies. Who knows more joy-the man 
who fears and rejects Torah study, 
because of the challenge it presents, 
the toil it involves, and the sacrifice 
it demands? Or the student who 
pursues it, through varying moods 
of wariness and confidence, strug
gle and peace-to achieve that inner 
peak only a Ben Torah can know? 

There is beauty and joy in active 
passivity. The snow is magnificent. 
It is serene. And it implores us-hr 
serene with me. Find joy in my solitude. Stop 
your rushing and hurrying. Walk through 
the high white paths and delight in your 
harriers. 

He who feels he must always be in 
control can never be happy. 

Prepare for the snow-or any 
natural eventuality. We are exhorted 
to prepare for heat, cold, adversity, 
and the day of death. But we can 
only succeed if we accept these enti
ties and attempt to work within them, 
rather than think that we can batter 
them down. 

When G-d displays the manifold 
manifestations of his great power, 
respect them. Rejoice in that you are 
a part of His Plan. You are safely in 
the hands of He who knows what is 
best for us all. 

The world is not yours to control. 
Embrace limitation, and you will 
find freedom. '.T 

Are You Interested . , . 
in unearthing the diamond mines of your 
soul? . , that of your children or talmi
dim?. . in polishing your or their midos? 

in winning nP.w friends, or keeping old 
ones? 
You can even recover the lost key to your 
own heart-~Where? In the complete 
Chovos Halevovos on tapes. in Yiddish~ 
full of delighlful mesholim (parables). 
easy to understand • Ahavas Sholom
between man and his fellow/man and 
wife ( 16 tapes)• A special Chlnuch tape 
on raising children• "ShaarHabilachon" 
of Chovos Halevovo& {9 tapes) • The 
entire Pirkei Avos • On each Parsha of 
th!'! week• On midos: ka'as. emuna. b1la
chon. simcha • The entire Tehi!Um 
(Hebrew) on 2 tapes--$6.50 incl poc;t. • 
"The Goa! of Life·· 60 min Engli.o;h tape 
based on the writings of Rabbi E. Hertz· 
man on H::ishkafas Hacha1m \hat can 
bring out the best in you and change 
your entire life-adapted by Aabbr Avro
hom Fishe!is·-$3.00 incl p0i::t • Sefe, 
Bayls Ne'eman---$3 inr,! post_ • Ohr 
Yoseif (bitachon. etc.) $2 • "Chinuch," 
·'K1bud Av v"Eim ,. 'Gari Eden of the 
Masm1d" -$3. taped by Rabbi Avrohom 
Fish-e!is • A!so: on "Bikur Cholim." "Be
reishis" (emuna). "Bechukosai" {tocha
chal, "Metzorn" (lashon hora). also "500 
Words of Wisdom·· • Th".! Mashgrar:h-
b1ography of Rabbi Yechezke! Leven
~tein "''T, ft can r:hange your a!fitudes 
and improve your life--$5.50 1nctud1ng 
postage • The Face That Shone-·-Rab-b1 
Meir F<:>1o;t--the man who nP.ver g1we 
up -$;' 7.S including p0$f.<1ge• SOOWord& 
of Wisdom· - S2 including poslflge 
For or1iers or more information write lo 
Rahh1 E Y. Hertzm;:in/61 Harrison Ave. 
Apl. SO/Brooklyn. NY 11211 

ONE. The Essence of the Jewish Home 
{English translation of Bayis Ne·eman) 
by Chur!f1 Hertzman and Shmuel El~ 
chonon Brog: New York. 1978: 128 pagP.s, 
S5.00 in bookstorfls. $€.DO postpaid from 
R;:ibhi $_Brog at 1474 E. 10th SI. Bronk
tyn, NY 11230 

A DISAPPEARING 
REBBE 

C.V.1. GRADUATE: 
COBOL, OS/JCL 

SEEKS 
Entry, afternoon & evening 
position in D/P to capitalize 

on technical abilities and 
gradually supplement 

teaching salary. 
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To the Editor, 
Thanks to The Jewish Observer and 

Rabbi Shmuel Singer's article, the 
grave-site of one of the first Gedolim 
of America has been located. 

One day, while I was browsing 
through our kollel's library of Ju
daica, and was reading an essay 
from The Torah Personality about Rabbi 

Yissachar Dov Illowy, Rabbi of the 
Confederacy (reprinted from JO
May '76), I came across the fact that 
Rav Illowy moved from New Or
leans, Louisiana, to Cincinnati, Ohio, 
after the Civil War, about 1865 or 
1866. The piece stated that he died 
in June 1871 on a farm outside of 
Cincinnati. Exactly where and when 
he was buried, was not noted. I 
feared that he had been interred on 
that farm on which he had expired, 
possibly somewhere in Ohio, or 
Kentucky, or even in Indiana, and 
hence, 112 years later, it would be 
almost impossible to locate his kevrr. 

After much research and effort I 
was finally able to find Rabbi Illowy's 
and his Rebbetzin's graves. His exact 
Yahrlzeil is: Day of death-Thursday, 
7 Tamuz 5363-June 22, 1871; Bu
rial~Friday, 4 T amuz. He is buried 
in a conventional cemetery, and not 
on a farm, but, unfortunately, the 
cemetery is now under the auspices 
of a Conservative congregation, the 
ideology against which Rabbi Illowy 
had bat•ied so valiantly. It is inter
esting to note that on the tombstone 
(of which the Hebrew part is almost 
illegible) the English portion refers 
to him simply as "Rev. Dr. Bernard 
Illowy" without even the title of 
"Rabbi" nor any added praise. 

Our odyssey to "meet" Rabbi 11-
lowy took place on the ninth of She
vat, 15th Yahrtzeil of Rabbi Eliezer 
Silver (our yeshiva's namesake). We 
had gone to a different cemetery to 
say Tehillim at Rabbi Silver's keverand 
from there we went on to search for 
Rabbi Illowy's resting place. Discov
ering his grave after locating the 
cemetery was several hours' task, 
which involved perusing stone after 
stone. Finally, after finding his 
grave, we said Tehillim. 

Let us hope that in the merit of 
Rabbis Illowy and Silver, Torah will 
spread throughout Cincinnati and 
stop the malignant spiritual pollu
tion of non-and anti-Torah move
ments in this city. 

(Rabbi) MANISH SPITZ 
Yeshiva r5r Kalle! Zichron Eliezer 
Torah Institute, Cincinnati, Ohio 



Letters to the Editor 
the relief of these persons there is 
need for trained personnel who pos
sess a knowlege of the workings of 
the mind. 

Why Search For 
a Torah Psychology? 

To the Editor: 
In his "In Search of a Torah Psy

chology" (October, '82), Rabbi Fried
man explains his basic premise that 
a Torah framework for the study of 
the human mind is a necessary, and 
heretofore missing, chochma in Torah 
Society. 

He implies that such a knowledge
system has not yet been distilled 
from the Torah, yet he makes the 
supposition that it will be based on 
the Torah Concept of the human 
soul. ls this necessarily so? Mishle 
(Pro11erbs) might be a good starting 
point for working out a Chochmas 
Ha-psyche. But Shloma Hamelech did not 
frame it that way-it is organized 
rather as a Chochmas Flachaim-Life 
Wisdom. There may be a message 
here. Concentrate on how one 
should live, and develop therapeutic 
regimens from the standard life, but 
do not spend your best efforts on 
trying to understand the mind itself. 
As Shlomo Hamelech says elsewhere 
oc1wn ilt::-? (Why waste yourself on 
that which is beyond you?) 

This approach will undoubtedly 
produce a discipline quite unlike 
American secular psychology, but 
uniquely suited to help our Jewish 
brethren in need, which I believe is 
Rabbi Friedman's objective. 

ROBERT HURWITZ 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 

Rabbi Friedman Replies: 

Permit me to respond to Mr. 
Hurwitz's comment with an anal
ogy. A person who is driving a car 
need not have a knowledge of au
tomotive mechanics as long as the 
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car is functioning well, but should 
the car become disabled he must 
then seek out an expert who does 
possess this knowledge. His conten
tion is appropriate for a person who 
is able to conduct his life in accor
dance with the precepts of the Torah 
and experiences no serious obstruc
tions. Unfortunately, however, 
many individuals encounter severe 
psychological impediments, and for 

Mr. Hurwitz is justified, too, in 
averring that the exploration of the 
psyche may entail the encroachment 
on an area of knowledge which per
haps is better avoided. Yet as the 
incidence of emotional instability in 
the Orthodox Jewish community 
continues to rise, one cannot ignore 
the suffering of so many distressed 
individuals because of the risk that is 
involved in addressing this condi
tion. Hopefully haKndosh Baruch Hu 
will guide and protect the steps of 
those who honestly and sincerely 
seek to alleviate the hurt of their 
fellow Jews. 

MOSHE Y'CHIAIL FRIEDMAN 
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Denying The Torah's 
Healing Powers? 

To the Editor: 
Referring to your October issue, 

Rabbi Friedman raises some fine 
points in discussing the possibilities 
of a Torah Psychology. His empha
sis on Torah's marvelous powers 
and their practical application into 
the methodology of individual case 
treatment is clearly and excellently 

communicated to the reader. At the 
same time, parts of the article call 
for serious reply: 

The real rare gem of a ta/mid cha
cham, having been reared and disci
plined on the knees of the perfect 
and absolute that Torah is, relates 
both to himself and to others from 
the timeless perpsective of the vivid 
reality (not "possibility") of a Torah 
psychology. n: ii71::'i n: 1£liii n: 1£li1-
' All is contained within Torah' is not 

Your Assurance 
ol the Highest 

Quality Kosber®and 
Superb Taste. 
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an abstract ideal; it is vibrant and 
alive! And parts of Rabbi Friedman's 
article fall painfully short of realiz
ing this reality. 

I refer in particular to the para
graph entitled "Does the Torah Talk 
to Psychotics?" I must protest at 
some of the implications made in 
this section. 

There is not and has never been in 
the history of mankind any single 
situation that is "too morbid" to be 
completely encompassed and guided 
by Torah. The fact that a shoteh 
(idiot) is exempt from mifzvos proves 
only that there is a different mode of 
Torah for a sholeh than for a normal 
individual. And there is no supposi
tion that can be maintained only 
because "it seems not to be contrary 
to Torah doctrine." Torah doctrine 
governs and maintains all judgments 
including the psychoses and neuro
ses of the most unusual individual. 

Torah is the blueprint of the great 
creation of the world and the small, 
yet greater, creation of each indi
vidual that ever lived. It is not possi
ble to view anyone outside of the 
perspective of this blueprint. One 
who is not himself qualified or 
equipped to seek within the wisdom 
of Torah a remedy for a specific 
condition, does not thereby become 
qualified to make blanket statements 
about whom the Torah relates to 
and whom it does not! 

The well made points of our wri
ter do not preclude the necessity to 
openly respond to some of the near
blasphemous contentions of our ar
ticulate, well-meaning writer. 

NAME WITHHELD BY REQUEST 
New York City 

Rabbi Friedman Replies: 

Firstly, I would ask the irate cor
respondent to read once more the 
portion of the article which appears 
under the sub-heading, "Where Are 
the Torah's Marvelous Powers?" I 
believe that the condemnation ex
pressed in his letter was anticipated 
by the proposition that although the 
Torah's powers are limitless, these 
powers are not the property of ordi-
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nary folk but only those who pos
sess singular merit. Others who are 
less endowed are constrained to 
look elsewhere for this covert know
ledge. If this belief is "near-blas
phemous," then the reader must 
attach the same adjective to the 
theosophical writings of the Rambam 
who states explicitly in his introduc
tion to the Sh'monah P'rokim that a 
goodly number of his ideas are 
drawn from various non-Jewish 
sources. And the Rambam \,sonly one 
of many Torah luminaries through
out the ages who have assumed this 
stance. 

Finally, the angry tone of the let
ter leads me to believe that the wri
ter has much more on his mind than 
an adverse reaction to the few lines 
which he challenges. Perhaps he 
should seek an opportunity to for
mulate these thoughts and discover 
a proper channel for their expres
sion. 

M.Y.F. 

Beseeching the Tzaddikim 

To the Editor, 
In your Teves issue, 5743, the 

article: "The Last Days of AT zaddik
Reb Meir Shapiro ;·~1," stated, "They 
begged him permission to visit the 
old cemetery in Lublin to beseech the 
tzaddikim buried there to supplicate to 
the Al-mighty for him." 

One might think that this is the 
clear cut procedure permitted in 
halacha, therefore I refer you to the 
Mishna Brura r: iJ"O ii"DPI"I ·~o: "The 
cemetery is the place of resting of 
the tzaddikim, and prayer is accepted 
there more; however one should 
not place his hopes to the dead; 
rather, beseech Hashem to give 
mercy in the merit of the tzaddikim, 
etc." See also t"~ p110 :o~n iK:.. 

I was shown the i'': >'10 :l"ii t:''r1ii iWJ, 
who expounds on this topic, whether 
one may daven to tzaddikim to in
tercede on his behalf, and brings 
conflicting opinions. 

Eu YELEN 
Wickliffe, Ohio 
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AGUDA TH ISRAEL DINNER TO HONOR EMINENT ORTHODOX ACTIVISTS 

Three of Orthodox Jt>wry's "favorite sons", 
who have earned distinction for their work 
for perpetuating <1uthentic Torah-Judaism, 
will be the recipients of awards expressing 
recognition for their service at the bl st 
annual dinner of Agudath Israel of America 
on Sunday evening, May 8th in the Grand 
Ballroom of the New York Hilton, it was 
announced by Rabbi Moshe Sherer, presi
dent of the organization. A capacity audiencE> 
of over 1,500 Orthodox Jews from all walks 
of life and from every part of North America 
will participate in the event, including some 
of the most eminent Torah scholars and lay 
leaders. 

The "HaGaon Rav Aharon Kotler Memor
ial Award" for distinguished service to Tor ah, 
will be presented to Mr, T uvia Obermeister. 
Mr. Obermeister is the chairman of the 
executive board of the Yeshiva and Mesivta 
Rabbi Chaim Berlin, one of the country's 
foremost institution of Torah study, and 
symbolizes the unique leadership of that 
yeshiva which has succeeded to m,obilize its 
alumnus for key positions in Torah life. 

Mr. Chaim Alter (Henry) Roth wilt be 
honorPd as the "Shearis Hapleitoh Man of 
the Year" when the "Reb Elimelech Tress 
Memorial Award" will be bestowed upon 
him for his role as a holocaust survivor dedi
cated to Torah service. He is the chairman of 
the board of the American Friends of Kiryat 
Sanz Laniado Hospital of Israel and the pres
ident of the K!ausenberger Torah institu
tions in New York 

The "Moreinu Yaakov Rosenheim Mem
orial Award" for the outstanding service to 
Agudath Israel will be presented to the 
namesake's grandson Mr. Zev Schlesinger of 
Queens, a veteran Agudist activist. The 
devotion with which Mr. Schlesinger con
tinues the spiritual legacy of his grandfather, 
serves to underscore that Moreinu Rosen
heim is the only founder of a world move
ment who succeeded to transmit the zeal of 
his mission to his future generations. 

The dinner will mark the 61st year of 
growth of the Agudath Israel movement in 
the United States . .;. .11ch has in recent years 

developed into the largest coalition of diverse 
Torah forces in the nation, united not only 
by a common bond of ideals but also in a 
broad range of effective action programs 
dealing with every concern of Jews and Juda
ism domestically and abroad. A number of 
!oca! community leaders will receive Avodas 
HaKodesh {community service) awards at 
this occasion. 

Traditionally, the annual dinners of Agu
dath Israel are transformed into a huge dem
onstration for the ideals of the Agudath 
Israel movement, which under the leader
shipof the Moetzes G'dolei Ha Torah (Coun
cil of Tor ah Sages) seeks to come to grips 
with Jewish affairs in accordance with hala
cha and Torah values and standards. Agu
dath Israel activists have, among other im
portant accomplishments, developed the 
largest adult daily Torah study program in 
the world: the study of the Oaf Yomi, which 
has now mushroomed to encompass many 
thousands of students studying the same 
folio of the Talmud each day. 
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News From 
Agudath Israel 

Compiled by the 
Office of Government and Public Affairs 

Rabbi Menachem Lubinsky, Director 

New Commission for 
Special Children and Adults 

A new commission established at the last 
convention of Agudath Israel, which will 
coordinate the efforts of the organization in 
special education, foster care and develop
mental disabilities, has already held its first 
meeting. The Commission on Special Educa
tion, Developmental Disabilities and Foster 
Care consists of lay leaders, professionals, 
parents and community activities. 

Tuition Tax Credits and 
Jewish Umbrella Groups 

Jewish Community Relations Councils and 
Federations who participated in an amirus 
curiae-friend of the court-brief against a 
Minnesota tuition tax deduction plan were 
chastised by Agudath Israel for hurting the 
interests of Jewish education. 26 JCRC's and 
Federations for the first time joined the 
American Jewish Congress in a brief against 
a measure to help parents of children in 
yeshivos at the same time that they continue 
to keep their purse strings knotted when 
funds are needed for Tor ah education, for 
which most of them provide only paltry 
token allocations. 

Jn the meantime, the Reagan Administra
tion sent a new tuition tax credit bill to Con
gress on Februrary 16th.To stress his desire 
for passage in this session, the President told 
Congressional leaders on the day of the 
submission that this was the very first bill 
that he was submitting to the 98th Congress. 

Panels of Inquiry 

Two well publicized panels of inquiry were 
the subject of unique perspectives by Agu
dath Israel. In Israel, the political commission 
of Agudath Israel disassociated itself from 
the recommendation of the Commission on 
Inquiry into the Beirut refugee camps mas
sacre. In this country, the American Jewish 
Commission on the Holocaust studying the 
actions and attitudes of American Jewish 
leaders during that period agreed to the 
Agudath Israel representative to permit a 
minority report detailing the Orthodox role 
during that period. The Israeli panel was 
opposed by Tor ah authorities from its incep-
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tion and according to Agudath Israel, "the 
original fears of the Tor ah scholars that the 
findings of this commission would cause 
damage to the Jewish people because they 
would be improperly exploited by the world 
at large have now proven to be true." (see 
Second Looks) 

In the Holocaust Commission report, the 
Agudath Israel representative, in addition to 
supporting some of the findings of the com
mission of negligence by secular Jewish lead
ers, also stressed the herculean rescue and 
relief efforts of the Orthodox jewish com
munity, documenting facts that have been 
ignored in some circles. 

legislative Activities 
• Efforts to increase textbook aid to New 

York State yeshivos to reflect rising costs 
received a major boost recently when Gov
ernor Mario Cuomo agreed to press for such 
an increase. He included in his budget mes
sage a request for a $5 increase in the 1983-
84 school year and an additional $5 in 
1984-85. 

• The crisis over proposed bus transportation cuts in 
New York City seems to be over for now, in great 
measure due lo the intensive efforts of the Commission 
on Legislation and Civic Action of Agudath Israel of 
America, headed by Shmuel Prager, its general coun
sel. Although the Board did eliminate fifth and sixth 
grades from participating, most yeshiva students who 
previously rode carrier transportation will no! be af
fected. The Commission is extremely active on behalf of 
/he yeshivos in this area on a regular basis. 

• Rabbi Menachem Lubinsky, Director of 
Governme~t and Public Affairs of Agudath 
Israel of America, was appointed by Com
missioner Gordon Ambach of the New York 
State Education Department to his Advisory 
Council on Nonpublic Schools. 

• Agudath Israel representatives led by Professor 
Larry Katz have been participating in high level meet
ings with U.S. Secretary Terrel Bell and other officials 
of the Department of Education in formulating a 
voucher plan which would apply fo yeshivos and other 
nonpublic schools. If successful, this would mean a 
major breakthrough for yeshivos. 

• Agudath Israel was once again intensely 
involved in an effort to thwart attempts to 
pass a "Gay Rights" measure in the City 
Council. Attorney Abraham Mordowitz, a 
member of Agudath Israel's Commission on 
Legislation and Civic Action, testified before 
the City Council's Committee on General 
Welfare on February 22nd. 

• The general tempo of adivities on behalf of yeshi
vas was stepped up in recent weeks as the Commission 
on Legislation and Civic Action convened a major 
meeting to coordinate /heir participation in a federal 
Chapter 1 program. It is currently circulating a final 
draft of dif{erenl areas in which yeshivas will cooperate, 
including billing for food services and trasportations 
and its ongoing efforts in mandated services. 
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Reshet's Torah Matching Service 

Reshet Shiurei Tor ah (Tor ah Education 
Network) reached another milestone re
cently when it arranged for Chavrusah 
number 100. The agency marked the 
achievement by expanding the program, 
establishing a Chaim Yitzchok Menachem 
Topola Torah Partnership Program in me
mory of the late Torah activist who dedi
cated his life to the furtherance of Torah. 
The project is funded by his children, Rabbi 
and Mrs. Yosef Ginsberg of Brooklyn. 

The Chavrusah program complements 
such Reshet activities as its Torah publicity 
service, publication department, newsletter, 
evening Sais Hamedrash, lecture series, and 
summer programs for men and women
including a yarchei k11//ah. 

Zeirei Agudath Israel's 
New and the Old 

A new administration of Zeirei Agudath 
Israel is committed to expanding some of its 
existing activities, particularly its Megi//ah 
faining program for the indigent. It was also 
making preparations for its forthcoming 
National Torah Assembly, which will take 
place on April 10th at the Agudath Israel of 
Baro Park. The newly elected administration 
consists of Yossie Ashkenzai, Chairman of 
the Board-; Sruly Greenwald, President; 
Shlomo Newman, Avrohom Biederman, Vice 
Presidents; Moshe Osher Reinis, Secretary; 
Heshy Friedman, Treasurer; Rabbi Labish 
Becker, National Director. Rabbi Dovid Pit
terman, former National Director of Zeirei 
Agudath Israel, was named Chairman of the 
forthcoming National Torah Assembly. 

Family Counseling Center 

A new division which will provide profes* 
sional family counseling services in the Or
thodox Jewish community was recently 
launched by Agudath Israel. Called Project 
SAFE (acronym for Services and Assistance 
for Family Enrichment), this new service will 
be located at Agudath Israel's community 
center at 5218 16th Avenue in Baro Park. 
The staff consists of respected professionals 
who are recognized in the Tor ah commun
ity. The project was partia!ly underwritten 
through a grant from the Warrenbrand fam
ily of the G. & Sons Department Store in 
Bora Park. Project SAFE will be involved in 
counseling for all types of family problems
marital, children, and education. It will link 
up with some of the other services that are 
already available in the community, in addi
tion to those that are provided by Agudath 
Israel. 
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Dear Ben Torah, 

,_-;:: -;i 

i. JZIN€R€t There exists in the Kole! in 
which I learn two sincere 
yungerleit who want to 
dedicate their lives to Torah 
and Hachzakas haTorah. 
They both have large 
families b'/i ein horah, and 
are moser nefesh to stay in 
learning despite the fact that 
they do not receive any 
financial help from the Kolel 
or their families. 

By giving your ma'aser to 
support these two families 
you will be fulfilling the ul
timate tachlis of giving 
ma/aser. 

Please send your ma'aser 
to: 

The Jewish Observer 
Box 610 

5 Beekman Street/NYC 
10038 

Sincerely, I 
Another Member of the 

Kole/ I 
P.5. This ad is being paid for I 
by our ma'aser. 

I '-------------------~-··--------' 

THE WORLD FAMOUS 
DIGEST OF MEFORSHIM 

'1:11p'I "ll"l:l '1:11p'I 
?'Jtl i~?N ?N\Oll' "'\ i"MM'1ll 

Available at 
LEKUTE! lNC., cl o f. Rosenberg 

10 West 47th Street, Room 702 
New York, N.'I. 10036 

(212) 719-1717 
20 Volume• on Torah, Perek, 

M"dtash, Megilo& and Talmud. 
Proceeds of sttles distributed among 

Yeshivas and used for reprinting 
of volumes out-of~print 

PRICE $7.SO PER VOLUME 

Come To 

1 '-.osbER 
I 

~ 

A STEP 
AHEAD 

• ID 
KOSHER 
FOODS 

Fully Cooked 
Just Thaw and Serve 

. .'.\1..-dtlable for Pdssover 

· Challah Blintzes 
• Potato Latkes 

-

· Raw Fish . · Pcepared Fish 
· Onion Rings .· Poultry 

· Pastry Dough 
-·- Chopped Liver 

. .. You know it 
means Quality 

Formerly Kosher King 

~r£~~.~t1y 
Whitehead Ha11 Brooklyn College 
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[-Yeshiva of 

I
. Brooklyn 

Summer Programs 
I 3-s 

(Separate programs for boys and 
girls. Outstanding Rebbeim & 
Morahs. Activities packed full of 
fun. 

Mesifta Overnight Program 
(in the Mts.) Mesifta Pro· 
gram (in the City) C.I.T. & 
J.C. programs · 

I 
I 
' Please Note: Registration is now open 

1

1 

for our Yeshiva Kindergarten through 
High School (separate boys & girls 

l schools) 

- Please call 376·3775 

re2Ji-4rANAl 
1···gALLE£<Y 
I 

I 
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1163£AST10th STREET 
BETWEEN KAND L 

Jewislf- _Boo~_S, _ Judaica,_ 'Ta1eisl_m. 
Mezuzos, Hebrew Clocks, Wall 
Plaques_;--Lutire:;JeWelry; Person_a} .. 
iied_-Cha1:f Coversr-TaHs-_~ags-'and 
Yanndhs, Matzah .Covers, Seder 
Plates, Afikomen Bags, Mesubin 
Pillow Cases, . And Much, Much 
More-
.All at Super Discount Prices. 

Open SundayarulWednes<lay 
n :oo A.M •• 6:0? :~:i.'j.=' / 

orbyappoin-ent2~ 

1309 48 St., B'klyn, N.Y. 11219 
854-2911 

EV 7-1750 
~'~11 -.0 -.~c 

1t.'Wr'!'~ 1'!X 'C:~'Wti•.'~1'!~' 

CHINUCH A TZMAI
TORAH SCHOOLS MARK 

THIRTY YEAR JUBILEE 

The Chinuch Atzmai-Torah Schools net
work in Israel is marking its 30 Year Jubilee 
as a turning point in the spiritual history of 
the holy land. 

The independent system of Torah educa
tion was established in the early years of the 
State by the Torah leadership, when immi
gration was high and the development needs 
of the country resulted in a distribution of 
population to outlying areas. The challenge 
was to bring Tor ah education to those areas, 
as a foundation and base of religious life: 
through the children the families were 
reached, and through the families the com
munities were uplifted. 

Today, settlement has stabilized, and the 
base of religious life is established. The new 
challenge, according to Rabbi Elazar M. Shach 
l'("t:'':'t:-', one of the network's leaders, is to 
respond to the growing number of requests, 
by an expanding population that has come to 
value Tor ah education as a bastion against 
destructive social influences; for Chinuch 
Atzmai-Torah Schools with their additional 
hours of Torah education are their major 
hope. These programs of new schools and 
additional hours are not funded by the 

Pincus Manddf 
Cemetery Consultan:el I 

Representative of Chevros 
Kadisha in Jerusalem 

with karka on Har Hazaitim, San
hedria and Har Hamnuchot; also 
sole agent for the "ADMAT KO
DESH" Cemetery in SEFAT, near 
the " TZIYON"' of R'PINCHAS 
Ben YAIRand MERONCemetery, 
in the vicinity of the "OHEL" of 
R'SHIMON BAR YOCHA!. Ka,ka 
also available on all other COM
MlJNITY-OWNED Ci?meteries in 
Eretz Yisrael, controlled and main
tained by the CHEVRA KADISHA 
of the COMMUNITY ... Not a 
PRIVATELY-OWNED BUSI
NESS. 

1569 4 7th Street 
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11219 
Day and Night Phone 

(212) 855-5121 
Honesry - Integrity -

Responsibility 
Over 30 Years of Dedicated Serv1Ce to 

the Orthodox Jewish Community 

government, and must therefor be funded 
by the community. 

Because the call of the Gedolei Yisroe/ 
thirty years ago-to establish a Tor ah school 
in every community in Israel-must still be 
answered, the International Board of Gov
ernors has called upon the community to join 
them at the Thirty Year Jubilee Dinner, 
which will honor Mr. Arthur Hubert, 0.B.E., 
and his children, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hu
bert, of Lancastershire, England. It is to be 
held Sunday, 1] lyar 5743/April 24, 1983 at 
The New York Hilton. The Hubert family 
was selected for this honor because their 
philanthropy for Torah and Jewish educa
tion is of an international scope. 

The Dinner is expected to bring together 
an outstanding assembly of the Tor ah lead
ership. Guest speaker will be Knesset Dep
uty Rabbi Shlomo Lorincz. Presentations 
will also be made to Mr. Joseph Berliner of 
Englewood, New Jersey, with the Netzach 
Yisroel Jewish Eternity Citation, and Cha
son Tor ah Awards to a select group of com
munity leaders. 

In conjunction with this Jubllee Year, a 
commemorative Yearbook will be pub
lished, which will portray the history and 
scope of the development of Torah in Israel. 
Leaders and members of the community will 
have the opportunity to inscribe their names 
in the Yearbook, in tribute to the founding 
Gedolei Torah, whose dedication and fore
sight brought forth these historic achieve
ments, thus joining in the responsibility to 
fulfill their original mission of a Torah school 
in every community in Israel. According to 
an announcement by Rabbi Henach Cohen, 
Executive Director of the organization, an 
International Jubilee Committee is being 
formed, to work with the members of the 
Dinner and Yearbook Committees in assur
ing the success of these efforts. Following 
the Talmudic theme of "Shloshim la'koach
at thirty years, to strength," the Dinner and 
Yearbook will highlight the Jubilee Year by 
addressing the challenge of the next decade: 
guaranteeing generations for Torah in Israel. 

A boy of a family of 11 souls 
was hit by a truck. Shomer 
Shabbos driver was not in
sured. Boy lost speech, is in 
wheel chair, mother dep· 
ressed. Need is great. Kindly 
issue tax deductible check to 
Bikur Cholim Inc. and mail to: 

RABBI AVROHOM 
BLUMENKRANTZ 

814 Caffrey Ave. 
Far Rockaway, N.Y. 11691 
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The Torah World 
A fascinating and inspiring collection of biographical 

sketches. In these pages, 25 great Torah leaders - the 
shapers of today's Torah world - Hash before your eyes, 
penetrate your heart, shape your thinking. 
O Rabbi Aharon Kotler shaping Torah learning in America. 
O The Lubavltcher Rebbe facing communist jailers. 

O The humility and the genius of the Tshebiner Rav. 
Reb Boruch Ber, the Mirrer Mashgiach, Rabbi Menachem 

Ziemba, Rabbi Meir Shapiro, Rabbi Joseph Breuer, Rabbi Elya 
Meir Bloch and more and more and more. 

This is a book that will enrich every Jewish home. It will make you proud and humble. 
Nine of these articles are by Chaim Shapiro, the popular chronicler of pre-War life Whose 

wit. insight, and narrative brilliance have made him one of )O's most popular writers. 
four sketches are new, written especlally for this book - on Rabbi Meir Shapiro, Rabbi 

Menachem Ziemba, the Lubavltcher Rebbe, and the Tshebiner Rav. 
Many articles are from The Jewish Observer. Edited by Rabbi Nlsson Wolpln. 

Published by Mesorah Publlcatlons, Ltd. in conjunction with Agudath Israel of America 

hard cover Sl2.95 paperback $9.95 

Of special Interest: 

Seasons of the Soul 
Perspectives on the Jewish year and its milestones. Including Yomim Noraim and 
Succos essays from the thoughts of Maharal, Sefas Emes, Rabbi E.E. Dessler, Rabbi 
Zalman Sorotzkin, Rabbi Yitzchok Hutner and many others. 

hard cover $12.95 paperback $9.95 

Judalscope I Agudath Israel of America 
5 Beekman Street I New York. N.Y. 10038 

Enclosed is my check in the amount of $ ........................... 1 deducted 10% off prices 
listed below and added $1.50 per order for postage&. handling. Please send me 
the following books in the ArtScroll Judaiscope Sertes. 
THE TORAH WORLD ...... hard cover@ $12.95 
THE TORAH PERSONAlllY ...... hard cover@ $12.95 
SEASONS OF THE SOUL ....... hard cover@ $12.95 

....... paperback @ $9.95 
....... paperback(!1 $9.95 
....... paperback (ji $9.95 

Name ................................................................................................................................... . 

Address .............................................................................................................................. .. 

City ........................................................... State ....................................... Zip ..................... . 



A GENERATION 
OF ACHIEVEMENT ,_____, THIRTY YEAR JUBILEE 
Growth: ·• 
$farting as a 
loo~• network of: 

104 SehOOla 
20,71.9. $!udant1 

63 Natghborhooda 
Today 
ancompa$slng: 

228 Klndllfllard&na 
202Schools 
.26M&1lflas 

125 Nolghbolfloods 
2 Teacher& Collilges 

40.282. Student& 
Pioneering: 
• iradltional "'(orah Educa._ 

-tion-_ to the masses in lhe 
crucial ·years of arr -im· 
lnigratit generation -taking 
rOot in-a_,0eveloplnQ iaild. 

Results: 
-.. tens. -of thousands of 

graduates Who have 
assumed :pft>ductNe p<)Si~ 
tiotrs:-ln both ,retigioUS and 
set:ulai fields -1hrough0ut 
lsraet 

"' Avar1ability _ -of quality 
religious ,and secular 
eoucation in evert popufa· 
lion center in Jsmel. 

• tnnovatiVe _ -programs 
that have sUccessfully _ad· 
dressed the specific 
needS -of the numerous 
waVas - of immiQratlon 
over these past 30 years. 

PROJECTED 
MISSION . FOR THE 
NEXT GENERATION 

Opportunity Costs: 
• This past year 40 areas 

re_quested :new sctiools 
--on1y 2 we_re.-anawered 
{Chattor atid Kfar Gidon). 

-._Thousands, -ot additional 
hours , (shaot n'osa'fot) 
beyond government· 
'fonded programs tO mold 
lifetimes of traditional 
Jewish commitment 

• Ma_intainlng and enhan· 
cing physlcat plants In ex· 
isting schoois--ls a must 'if 
we ate 10 continue to at• 
tract the next generation 
in ISraet 

,_____. CHINUCH ATZMAI-TORAH SCHOOLS 
FOR ISRAEL 

The International Board of Governors 
and National Dinner Committee 

cordially invite you to attend 

THE THIRTY YEAR JUBILEE DINNER 

in honor of 

MR. ARTHUR HUBERT, O.B.E. 
and his children 

MR. AND MRS. WALTER HUBERT 
of Lancastershire, England 

SUNDAY, 11IYAR5743/ APRIL 24, 1983 

THE NEW YORK HILTON 

GUEST SPEAKER: 
RABBI SHLOMO LORINCZ, M.K. 

On this occasion presentations will be made to: 
MR. JOSEPH BERLINER 

Netzach Yisroel Jewish Eternity Citation 
and Chason Torah Awards 

to a select group of Community Leaders. 

Inscribe your name in the 
JUBILEE YEARBOOK 

a historic review of the development of Torah in Israel honoring those 
that built the foundations of this independent school system which is 

the very base of religious life in the Holy Land. 

JOIN IN MEETING THE CHALLENGE OF THE NEXT DECADE: 
GUARANTEEING GENERATIONSFORTORAH IN ISRAEL 
Executive Offices: Torah Schools for Israel - Chinuch Atzmai 167 Madison Avenue, NewYt>rk, NY.10016 {212) 889-0606 


